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There’s no doubt that the dreaded Corona 
virus, or Covid 19 as it’s called, has had a 
big impact on our lives. Sadly, there have 
hardly been any shows once again in 2021 
with the postponement of Chelsea being 
changed to September where we won our 
13th consecutive Gold Medal. 2021 was 
quite a challenging year with April and May 
throwing some strange weather patterns 
with temperatures fluctuating wildly from 
boiling hot during the day to zero and 
below at night. This was then followed by 
soaring temperatures in July bringing its own 
problems with watering taking over from 
active growing. Please do visit our website 
as it could contains any new cultivars that I 
select as and when they come on the market 
which may not be available in our printed 
seed catalogue.

Every year we source out new varieties of 
vegetables, and these will be highlighted 
with a star alongside them. Our range of 
‘Premium plants’ has proved to be really 
popular with our strong packaging allowing 
both Onions and Leeks to be received in 
first class condition next day and ready for 
potting on to into 4” pot. These will be strong 
plants in the largest size Jiffy pellet and each 
individual plant wrapped up in polythene 
bags and glued to the box to minimise any 
damage. 

We are continuing to give two free packets of 
a potential new culinary and/or show bench 
variety with every order over £100.00, placed 
before 1st March 2022. Seed orders will be 
posted to customers as soon as possible 
but could be delayed until late November/
December after most fresh seed stocks 
are to hand. All orders received by mid-

December will be posted before Christmas. 
No seed will be posted out during the 
Christmas period from December the 18th 
2021 to January 4th 2022. Please note our 
office hours are between 9am and 5pm.

All our seed are heat-sealed in Aluminium 
Foil Mylar Vacuum Bags to ensure they 
remain fresh for as long as possible. I am 
strictly Mail Order and have no retail outlet 
as some people have realised to their 
disappointment. The sale of all plants and 
Allium bulbs are restricted to the UK only. 
Some of our seed may be chemically treated 
so do take sensible precautions.

We try and respond to all orders as soon as 
possible. Our online shop has a section for 
Plant controlled watering systems, a range 
of Canna products, Lights and Growing 
Mediums. We also accept all major credit 
and debit cards. Due to increased banking 
charges we are unable to accept cheques 
under the value of £10.00. I hope you enjoy 
browsing through this seed catalogue and 
I look forward to receiving your order soon. 
My Telephone number, as well as my email 
and Online Shop address, can be found on 
the back cover of this catalogue. 

Please make sure that you fill in the correct 
P&P columns for Seed and Sundries on the 
order form, if in doubt regarding charges, 
email or ring us during office hours. Don’t 
forget to regularly check our Online Shop for 
new additions.

Thank you for your custom and enjoy 
growing, eating, and showing your 
vegetables in 2022.

The team at Medwyns.

“I STRIVE FOR PERFECTION BUT SETTLE FOR EXCELLENCE”

‘Perfection is achieved, not 
when there is nothing more to 
add, but when there is nothing 

left to take away’
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AUBERGINE
ITEM 3001 | *NEW* WHITE KNIGHT F1

‘White Knight’s unique shimmery precious white fruits resemble Faberge’s 
opulent collections! Alluring, delicious fruits are culinary wonders: to be savoured 
roasted, sautéed or baked. Can also be served fresh for tantalizing hors 
d’oeuvres. Disease resistant plants produce prolific yields of irresistible fruits.

Price: £2.50 for 10 seed.

BROAD BEANS 
ITEM 3002 | MASTERPIECE GREEN LONGPOD

Broad Bean Masterpiece Green Longpod is a reliable and popular long 
podded variety which has 6 or 7 flavoursome beans per pod. The tender 
green beans are excellent for freezing.

Price: £1.40 for 20 beans

ITEM 3003 | R0BIN HOOD AGM

Green seeded variety, Broad Bean ‘Robin Hood’ produces abundant crops of 
short pods, each containing up to 6 delicious beans. These compact plants 
have a neat habit that makes them ideal for growing in patio containers 
as well as in the vegetable garden. The flavoursome beans are ideal for 
freezing and won’t discolour. In mild areas, Broad Bean ‘Robin Hood’ can be 
autumn sown for earlier crops the following year. Height: 35cm (14”). Spread: 
25cm (10”). RHS Award of Garden Merit.

Price: £2.80 for 30 seed

ITEM 3004 | AQUADULCE

The standard broad bean variety for overwintering. Very good cold 
tolerance, semi compact plants with high yields of pods containing 6-7 
white beans per pod. Grows to approximately 90cm in height. A very early 
maturing variety. Sow October – November or February to March.

Price: £1.80 for 20 beans

ITEM 3005 | EXHIBITION LONGPOD WHITE BEANS

Our own re-selected stock from the old show-winning variety Bunyards 
Exhibition. An ideal variety for the show bench and culinary use. Heavy crops 
of extra-long pods of white seeded excellent flavoured beans. The pods can 
grow to 30cm in length and can contain up to 10 beans per pod.can contain 
up to 10 beans per pod.

Price: £2.10 for 10 beans. 

FRENCH BEANS
ITEM: 3009 | RESELECTED EXHIBITION, 
CLIMBING FRENCH BEAN (Prince)

A top-quality exhibition and kitchen variety. Plant out at 18 inches apart and 
leave each plant to climb up at least four foot long canes. Stop all leading 
shoots as they get to the top of the cane. Produces an enormous crop from 
one plant. A variety guaranteed to supply you with plenty of top quality 
show beans measuring between seven and eight inches in length. 

Price: £2.90 for 10 beans

ITEM: 3010 | EXHIBITION DWARF FRENCH BEAN,  
HAWKSBURY WONDER

This variety is unbeatable on the show bench winning at all the major 
shows and is perfect for the kitchen having excellent flavour. The plant 
grows to about 18 inches in height and is full of long, tender, narrow, flat 
beans, some that grow up to 12 inches in length. Allow approximately ten 
weeks from sowing to showing.

Price: £3.45 for 10 beans 

ITEM: 3011 |  *NEW* BLUEVETTE Dwarf French Bean

A bluish purple variety that has an upright and compact plant habit, easy to 
grow and falls into my 10 weeks vegetable bracket. Sow today and eat in 10 
weeks time making it easy to have a couple of crops in any given year, Start 
from April to the end of August. Lovely purple colour that turns green after 
cooking.

Price: £3.00 for 20 beans 

ITEM: 3270 | VALDOR (yellow podded)

A superb dwarf French bean whose attractive golden-yellow pods are 
slow to produce seeds so they can be harvested over a long period. Great 
flavour and with good virus resistance.

Price: £2.00 for 30 beans 

RUNNER BEANS
ITEM: 3007 |  RESELECTED EXHIBITION VARIETY –  
STENNER (re selection from Enorma)

The only variety to really grow for exhibition which is also first class for kitchen use. It regularly 
produces pods between 15 and 19 inches in length whilst still retaining its refined smooth shape.   
The beans have a very short handle and, when well grown, are deep green in colour. A variety 
that was constantly re selected by the late Brython Stenner from the old Enorma. Rarely beaten.

Price: £2.45 for 10 beans
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ITEM: 3008 | TENDERSTAR

The first of its kind! A unique red and pink bicolour variety from 15 years 
of British breeding. Runner Bean ‘Tenderstar’ combines the valuable 
characteristics of French beans with those of runner beans, resulting in 
extra smooth, very fleshy, stringless pods with an exceptionally tender 
texture and true runner bean flavour. Being virtually self-setting, this prolific 
variety produces masses of 20cm (8”) long pods throughout the summer, 
whatever the weather. 

Price: £1.95 for 10 beans

ITEM: 3237 | BRITANNIA 
Exclusive to Medwyns re selection from Enorma

A Runner Bean that grows easily to 17 inches in length, already proving to 
be a challenge to the well-established Stenner. Intricate crosses were made 
by Tozers to achieve this bean, the plants are grown in China to ensure the 
strain remains true to type.

Price: £1.90 for 10 beans

ITEM: 3200 | LONGEST RUNNER BEAN (Jescot-Long UN)

A very special fleshy bean that’s been reselected for sheer length. 
Definitely not one for the quality classes, but is guaranteed to win in the 
‘Longest Runner Bean class’. A delicious fleshy bean to eat when picked 
young. 

Price: £4.50 for 8 beans

BEETROOT
ITEM: 3012 | PABLO F1 RHS Award of Merit 2005

A banker on the show bench as well as in the kitchen. It possesses the best 
skin finish possible coupled with an exceptionally uniform round shape. It 
has a particularly attractive red internal coloration and stands for a very long 
period without going woody. 

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed  

ITEM: 3013 | CARDEAL F1

A variety that I introduced a few years ago possessing a lovely globe shape 
with intense erect tops. The taste is really sweet owing to the very high 
sugar content.  This is proving to be a winner on the show benches.

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3015 | *NEW* GOLDEN EYE

Yellow beets are great in the kitchen as they don’t stain like the red 
varieties, can be used in salads and cooked with other vegetables. Compact 
tops are light green in colour with bright yellow stems and veins. This could 
well be a great one for the show bench as it has a very uniform globe shape.

Price: £2.90 per packet

ITEM: 3034 | BEETROOT CHIOGGIA  (‘Candy Stripe’)

A beautiful deep-pink skinned, stripy pink and white fleshed beetroot with 
a sweet flavour. It looks spectacular in salads. Try grating it raw – so you really 
see the stripe. Cooked it turns a brilliant pink, fabulous in contrast to the purple 
and orange on the plate. The dark green leaves are mild in flavour too – and 
great for adding to salads or as a steamed side vegetable dish.

Price: £2.50 per packet

ITEM: 3017 | RESELECTED EXHIBITION, LONG BLACK BEET  
Reselected Own seed 

Undoubtedly the best variety for the long beetroot and Tap Root classes, it 
grows to an exceptional length with almost black coloured flesh and hardly 
any white rings. I have been re selecting this variety for many years and 
have almost eliminated the screwing or twisting action similar varieties 
seem to have. 

Price: £3.80 per packet

BROCCOLI Sprouting 
ITEM: 3019 | RUDOLPH 

A very early variety of high quality, well coloured, good sized purple spears. 
For harvest from November to February

Price: £2.15 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3020 | *NEW* BROCCOLI STEM - HIRZIA F1 

New sweet stemmed broccoli, a taste sensation! Why wait until spring for 
sprouting broccoli? Hirzia will crop from July and produce the main head 
like regular broccoli, which then splits into spears. Tasty florets on edible 
spears that have side shoots offering more florets to harvest. Great source 
of vitamins for a healthy lifestyle, Longer shelf life than other tender stems. 
Compact plants 40-50cm. Dark green after cooking, excellent taste, perfect 
for using raw with dips and salads. Sow March-June, Harvest Late July-Oct.

Price: £3.99 for 40 seed

BRUSSEL SPROUTS
ITEM: 3021 | BRIGHT F1

Early to mid-season variety maturing from mid-October to mid-November, 
approximately 175 days. Produces a vast amount of smooth round buttons 
per stem. Very good holding ability until mid-November and very good 
lodging resistance. A tall plant with suitability for use as sprout tops. An 
excellent variety.

Price: £2.95 for 40 seed
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ITEM: 3022 |TRAFALGAR F1

A very reliable late mid-season variety (mid-November to mid-January). It 
produces lots of medium sized, sweet & crunchy sprouts that don’t have 
a bitter taste. Brussels sprouts Trafalgar F1 is tall but sturdy and has been 
bred in the UK so is very hardy & well suited to our climate. 

Price: £2.95 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3023 | BREL F1

A Mid Season Variety that matures from November and should be ready 
for your Christmas dinner. A tall variety with a large number of buttons per 
stem giving a high yield. Healthy round buttons with a sweet mild taste. 
Plant habit features small tops and performs well, even on less fertile soils.

Price: £2.95 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3024 | WINDSOR F1

An excellent cultivar in every way with a picking period from mid-November 
through to late January and beyond. A winter hardy variety that produces 
high yields of good quality, sweet buttons. Dark green colour.

Price: £2.95 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3273 | CRYPTUS  F1

This is another brilliant club root resistant brassica that will allow you 
to harvest a bumper crop of sprouts through December including 
the Christmas period. If you have club root on you land or not, this is a 
brilliant new variety.

Price £4.00 for 40 seed.

ITEM: 3032 | RED BRUSSEL SPROUT TZ 7598 F1

A fantastic new vibrant deep purple/red mid-season brussels sprout hybrid 
that is perfect for Christmas harvest. This new variety is very winter hardy 
and has a mild sweet and nutty flavour; TZ 7598 retains its deep colour 
with lighter cooking, including steaming, and is also great drizzled with oil, 
halved and lightly roasted. Harvest Nov-Feb from an April sowing. A red 
Brussel Sprout on your Christmas dinner plate, what could be better!

Price: £2.95 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3267 | PETIT POSY F1 - FLOWER SPROUT

A Brussels Sprout that opens and resembles a flower right along the stalk. 
Easy to grow giving a heavy crop with an amazing flavour. Plant out in June 
and Harvest from Late October through the winter months. Rich in vitamins 
A, C, K and folate, they’re ideal for stir-fries, steamed or microwaved!

Price £3.00 for 40 seed

CABBAGE RED
ITEM: 3025 | ROVITE F1

A mid-season, 120 day, large heading red cabbage for fresh market and 
short term storage. Suitable for both 1Kg and 3Kg head production. Can be 
used for overwintered module raised crops. 

Price: £2.30 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3027 | ROZERA F1 

A new large headed type Red Cabbage with excellent internal structure and 
having a bright deep red colour. There is very little white within the internal 
structure. Given adequate space, the heads can easily grow to over 3 kilos. 
This will certainly make its mark on the show bench.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3272 | LODERO F1 (Club Root Resistant)

Clubroot-resistant, maincrop variety typically maturing after 135 days from transplanting (so that 
makes it same maturity as Ruby Perfection F1). Good storage potential. A potential winner on the 
show bench in the Red Cabbage Class.

Price: £3.00 for 40 seed

CABBAGE GREEN Summer/Autumn
 ITEM: 3030 | *NEW* KILASTOR F1 

This replaces Kilaton that has been withdrawn by the breeder. A high-
yielding variety with very good clubroot resistance. It is also resistant to 
White Blister. Provides very uniform and reliable crops. Features good 
long-term storage capabilities. Attractive external green colour. The heads 
are large and smooth and weigh between 2.5 and 4Kg. Excellent for making 
Coleslaw.

Price: £4.00 for 30 seed

ITEM: 3223 | ATLAS

A really large high quality summer. With a name like Atlas it just has to be 
powerful, give it a little space to grow, will really prove to be a winner.  

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3031 | SIR F1

A mid-season primo-type cabbage which has a very deep green colour. A 
particularly high quality cabbage with a truly exceptional taste. Not a large 
type but will grow to over 0.5 kg (1lb) in weight. Customers rave about its 
flavour.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed
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ITEM: 3033 | BRIGADIER

A wonderful cabbage, capable of growing to a large size given adequate 
space. Superb shape with a beautiful leaf formation and a solid heart. This 
will be a winner on the show bench for its sheer quality. 

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3035 | COMPASS F1

A Japanese bred cabbage that can grow to a very large size. This is a 
replacement for Globemaster. A top quality cabbage for the kitchen or the 
show bench. 

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3036 | CHANCELLOR

A large round solid headed variety that keeps well without splitting. Superb 
taste and certain to be amongst the cards at next summer’s Shows.

Price: £2.50 for 40

ITEM N0 3259 | CABBICE  

Super sweet Round green cabbage with a unique intense sweet flavour 
with crisp thick leaves giving you a crunchy texture similar to Iceberg 
lettuce and would be perfect served raw in salads. Grows up to 2kg in 
weight. Sow February to July to harvest from May to October. Plant out 
March to August.

Price £2.50 for 40 seed 

POINTED CABBAGE Summer/Winter
ITEM: 3037 | ANTELOPE F1

A hybrid greens variety, giving a large number of usable leaves per head. 
Good frost tolerance for winter production. Good vigour enables summer 
and autumn production on less fertile soils. Will also heart up if left to 
mature. 

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3028 | REGENCY F1

An excellent new hybrid variety producing compact 400 to 500 gram 
heads. Healthy base, good holding capability without splitting as well as 
having excellent flavour. Harvest June to October but can be overwintered 
from an autumn sowing depending on location and prevailing conditions.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3029 | ADVANTAGE F1

A top performing variety suited to greens for spring, summer and autumn 
cropping and hearted production in summer and autumn. Exceptional 
results during the autumn cropping period. This variety is suitable for use 
under glass or in a polytunnel.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

CABBAGE Autumn/ Winter 
ITEM: 3038 | SQUADRON F1 

A very large Dutch White cabbage with heads capable of weighing in 
excess of 5 kilos. An ideal variety for long term storage, has a very fine rib 
on the leaves with excellent internal structure and without a long internal 
core. A first class variety and a winner at many large shows.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

CABBAGE Savoy
ITEM: 3039 | RIGOLETO  F1

An excellent long-standing winter type for use from November through 
to February. Medium sized, round, dark green heads with very few outer 
leaves and quite resistant to frost.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3040 | SERPENTINE F1 

Early 90-110 day variety suitable for harvest from the end of July to the 
end of September. Can also be sown to mature from the end of June to 
early July from a polythene covered crop. Improved level of resistance to 
Xanthomonas. Striking bright green medium to large sized heads.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

CABBAGE Giant Type
ITEM: 3041 | BRUNSWICK

An open pollinated old variety and you will need a barrow to move it around 
when harvested. Anything over 10kg (22lbs) is a reasonable expectation on 
well cultivated ground.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3043 | KLIMARO F1

A vibrant and attractive Red Cabbage with vivid red colour both inside 
and out. It has also produced the World’s Largest Red Cabbage at 23.2kg 
(51.15lbs) which set a new World Record in 2016 at Malvern by Dave Thomas 
Cornwall. The main strengths of Klimaro are its long term storage and 
internal quality which it maintains even after a long term storage period.

Price: £4.00 for 30 seed
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CALABRESSE
ITEM: 3221 | IRONMAN F1

A vast improvement on the older varieties. It possesses the usual 
advantages of a hybrid - vigorous habit with excellent uniformity and high 
yields of larger than normal heads.

Price: £2.00 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3222 | MONCLANO F1 (Club root resistant)

Monclano is a club root resistant variety which produces a firm, domed head 
with a good standing ability. To be planted in June to July.

Price: £3.49 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3251 |  PARTHENON F1

A large vigorous plant that produces deep, domed heads with a very fine 
bead and having superb taste. Sow from mid-February until the end of May 
to harvest from July to October.  Do not sow after September. Did really well 
for us on our displays in 2009.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3257 | STICCOLI

A hybrid of Broccoli and Chinese kale. Produces green broccoli spears on 
edible stems which taste similar to asparagus. High in vitamins including 
A and C plus other minerals. During growth it’s important to pinch out the 
first head at an early stage as it encourages the side shoots to develop. 
Transplant March June to harvest June through to October.

Price: £2.50 for 40 seed

CAPSICUM SWEET PEPPER
Unless you live in the south of the country, it’s better to grow Peppers and Chillies indoors; initially in 
a slightly heated greenhouse but afterwards a cold greenhouse or polytunnel will suffice.  

ITEM: 3042 | AKRON F1 

If you like to eat sweet peppers and would like to grow them, then this 
is the one for you. The easiest, best cropping pepper that I have grown. 
Pale, lime green, slightly tapered fruits turning to a brilliant shiny red when 
mature. Resistant to Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV)

Price: £ 2.50 for 5 seed

ITEM: 3044 | MAVRAS F1 

Features prominently on all my vegetable displays, receives high acclaim for 
the quality of the fruit.  It crops heavily and I found it very easy to grow in a nine 
inch pot. This is one pepper that produces the fruit in its purplish colour first 
before changing to a vivid red. An exciting colourful addition to your salads.

Price: £ 2.50 for 5 seed

CAYENNE PEPPERS Chilli 
ITEM: 3045 | CAROLINA REAPER F1

Currently the World Record holder for the hottest chili with a SHU reading 
of 1.5 to 2 million. Once you get over the extreme heat there is a fruity-like 
flavour, giving a sweet-hot combination. Fruit is typically 5cm long by 3cm 
wide.

Price £4.00 for 5 seed

ITEM: 3046 | BASKET OF FIRE 

A prolific-fruiting basket/container chilli with an abundance of hot little fruits 
on compact, plants. The fruits mature from deep purple through cream and 
orange to mature to a bright red. Basket of Fire’s unique habit makes it a 
perfect choice for pots and containers. The plants have a good tolerance to 
cooler weather, which means they go on cropping well into the autumn.

Price: £2.50 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3047 | ARMAGEDDON F1

An extremely hot chili that’s reputed to have a scoville unit reading in 
excess of 1.3 million. The round to pointed shaped fruits feature a distinctive 
tail and mature from lime green to bright red. Maximum fruit size is 5cm 
x 3cm but often the overall size is smaller. Needs high temperatures 
to germinate with the optimum being 27-32⁰C. Please take care when 
handling fruit.

Price: £3.50 for 5 seed

ITEM: 3049 | LONG RED 

A highly productive Chilli that gives you an abundance of long red chilies between six and ten 
inches in length on a plant that grows to three feet in height. Very easy to 
grow. 

Price: £3.50 for 8 seed

CARROTS Long
ITEM: 3050 | OWN SELECTION LONG CARROT 
Reselected from New Red Intermediate 

Without a doubt, this re selected variety is the finest carrot available for 
exhibiting in the long class. Possesses all the finer attributes the judges 
are looking for in a good set of long carrots. In order to maintain this high 
standard, over 20 carrots are planted each autumn which ensures that the 
selection, given the right cultivation, will remain a winner for the foreseeable 
future.

Price: £3.90 for a minimum of 100 seed
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CARROTS other than long
ITEM: 3048 | *NEW* VOLCANO F1

Late maincrop variety, producing smooth-skinned roots. This main season 
Nantes hybrid produces 8-9” cylindrical roots with good internal and 
external colour. High resistance to cavity spot, crown disease and late-
season re-growth. Very strong, tapered roots, with exceptional resistance to 
breakage and splitting with a vigorous strong growing foliage.

Price: £2.50 for a minimum of 200 seed

ITEM: 3053 | SPEEDO F1

A fast growing early Maincrop produces Uniform high quality smooth roots with a 
distinct stump end. Average length 8 inches with a diameter of 1.5 inches. 

Price: £2.50 for a minimum of 200 seed

ITEM: 3054 |  OCTAVO F1

I was very impressed with this variety that was trialled in 2015 and formed 
part of our Malvern Best Exhibit display that autumn. This could be a real 
challenge to Sweet Candle with a smooth skin finish, a well stumped end 
which develops much earlier than Sweet Candle. Very uniform in shape and 
with a bright orange colour and good resistance to splitting. The carrots in the 
picture were sown on the 20th May!

Price: £2.50 for a minimum of 200 seed

ITEM: 3055 | SWEET CANDLE  
Sourced and introduced by Medwyns

What can I say about this variety? It’s simply been astonishing on the show 
benches winning at National and Branch level.  I have the finest stock 
possessing the largest graded seed, from 2.4 to 2.6mm, that gives you 
superior germination. 

Price: £2.90 for a minimum of 200 seed

ITEM: 3056 | GOLDEN NUGGET F1

Late maincrop yellow-rooted variety with sweet, juicy flavour and crunchy  
texture. Attractive internal and external presentation Uniform, long roots with 
high quality skin finish. Good results in processing and freezing assessments. 

Price £2.50 for 200 seed.

ITEM: 3057 | FLYAWAY F1 

A true stump variety in the traditional manner with heavy shouldered, good 
form culminating in a truly rounded bottom. It shows good tolerance to the 
carrot root fly; it is not resistant but is not attractive to the egg-laying flies 
and the maggots grow poorly on it. Should be seen more often on the show 
benches as it has definite potential to win at the highest level.

Price: £2.00 for a minimum of 200 seed

ITEM: 3058 | PARIS MARKET ATLAS 

A round billiard ball type carrot to grow in shallow soils. I have grown it in a 
variety of containers including pots, and perfect for window boxes. Easy to 
grow and I just love the truly carrot taste.

Price: £1.80 for a minimum of 200 seed

ITEM: 3059 | SHORT AND SWEET

Easy to grow and full of vitamins, this rich, sweet flavored carrot has 
4” roots that are bright orange to the center. It was bred especially for 
heavy or poor soil and can also be grown in large containers. Ideal for the 
Chantenay type class with a good stump end.

Price: £1.80 for a minimum of 200 seed

ITEM: 3062 | PURPLE HAZE

Another coloured carrot that first came to prominence on my display at 
the Chelsea Flower Show. A beautiful Purple skinned carrot with a deep 
red interior that is again very easy to grow, will certainly get the children 
interested in eating carrots.

Price: £2.50 for a minimum of 200 seed.

ITEM: 3063 | PURPLE SUN F1

Conical Nantes type. Intense purple colour with a pink centre. Adds colour 
to salads and the like when eaten raw. Approximately 135 days from sowing 
to maturity.

Price: £2.50 for a minimum of 200 seed.

CAULIFLOWERS Summer & Autumn Varieties
ITEM: 3219 | CONCEPT F1 

An outstanding and very large heavy headed type with tight self-wrapping 
inner leaves offering exceptional protection to the curd. A cauliflower 
that’s been selected under UK conditions to exceed current supermarket 
specifications for class 1 quality. Excellent drought resistance during hot dry 
summers as well as performing well during wet ones. Summer/early autumn 
maturity is 85to 90 days.

Price: £3.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3067 | SV5818AC

This variety is a replacement for Cornell and has proved to be a brilliant 
cauliflower in every way, even surpassing Cornell in quality. It matures in 
approximately 80 to 85 days. SV5818AC has been introduced into our 
cauliflower portfolio for its exhibition qualities. The dense curd is made up 
of solid florets and performs well from overwinter as well as spring sowings. 
A lovely smooth heavy domed head  

Price: £3.50 for 40 seed
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ITEM: 3068 | NARUTO F1

A new variety from the same breeder as Boris which is still a top quality 
cauliflower. A large and very vigorous variety with superb head cover with 
the curd being hard, dense and heavy. Takes 105 to 115 days from sowing.  
The heads are so heavy and large that 6 trimmed heads for the market 
weighed 12KG with curds measuring over 8 inches across. Ideal for the 
heavy classes.

Price: £3.00 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3069 | FAIRWAY F1 

A variety that replaces Valtos having been a very popular variety for nearly 
20 years. There’s no doubt that Fairway will make its mark on the show 
benches in the future. It has a better curd and cover than Valtos and takes 
between 75 to 90 days to mature from transplanting. A very vigorous 
grower. 

Price: £3.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3071 *NEW* SEOUL F1 

This variety replaces Sapporo. Summer and autumn variety, 75-85 day 
type producing exceptionally dense curds. Healthy variety producing very 
white curds, slightly earlier than Boris F1. Each curd produces a high yield of 
compact heavy florets with short petioles.

Price: £3.00 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3072 | AVISO F1 (AWARD OF GARDEN MERIT RHS 

The most widely grown cauliflower in the world today, so versatile that it can 
be sown nearly all year round. From an October sowing, the curds would 
be ready in June and continual sowing will mean that you can have heads 
through to the first frosts. The foliage is very disease resistant and protects 
curds that are really large and heavy. 

Price: £3.00 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3073 | *NEW* RAOUL F1

A replacement for Memphis that’s no longer available and ready as a late 
August/September cauliflower. The curds are deep and heavy with plenty 
of large upright leaves giving good self-protection. This will be even better 
than Memphis for the show bench. Sow mid-April for early September 
harvest.

Price: £3.00 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3074 | BORIS F1

The quality of this cauliflower is superb with the expected uniformity of 
growth and added vigour. It has really large snow-white curds, which are 
deep and heavy within a large framework of protective leaves. Allow 12 to 13 
weeks from sowing to harvest.

Price: £3.00 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3075 | IDRIS F1

A summer and early autumn cauliflower, 85-90 days. Slightly later than 
Boris F1 producing very dense heavy curds suitable for exhibition. Very 
good uniformity with medium plant vigour and good tolerance to curd 
hairiness

 Price: £3.00 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3255 | RALEIGH F1

A summer growing Variety with an 80 day growing cycle. Perfect for Multi 
planting from April May sowings to Harvest Mid July to October. The curds 
are amazingly well protected even when the heads are fully developed. The 
florets are well formed giving a nice rounded dome finish. This variety is a 
regular winner at major shows.

Price: £3.60 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3077 | SUNSET  F1 

An addition to our range of coloured cauliflowers. All coloured cauliflowers 
have one important thing in common, their colour is due to anthocyanins 
which are an excellent source of antioxidants to mop up the free radicals 
in your body.  An orange to yellow coloured curd with a fantastic flavour. 
Different to the white curds, exposure to sunlight improves the colour.

Price: £3.00 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3216 | GRAFFITI F1 AWARD OF GARDEN MERIT RHS 2006 

The colour of the curd is phenomenal being a lovely deep lilac and if 
steamed will retain its colour better than when boiled.  The curds are top 
quality and every bit as good as the white types.  Flavour is also superb, 
you have to grow this one to appreciate how good it really is. This seed is 
now very expensive. 

Price: £3.50 for 20 seed

ITEM: 3079 | CLARIFY F1 (Club root resistant)

A cauliflower with resistance to this devastating brassica disease. 
Depending on its sowing time this versatile variety matures from late 
summer to late autumn, producing large, excellent flavoured, solid, deep 
white heads of uniform quality. Height: 45cm (18”). Spread: 60cm (24”).

Price: £3.00 for 20 seed
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CAULIFOWER Late Autumn / Winter Varieties 
ITEM: 3018 | *NEW* CENDIS F1 

A cauliflower to grow over the Christmas period - Late autumn variety 
maturing in late November to early December in Cornwall, 135-150 days, 
and late December to early January in Lincolnshire, 160-180 days. Performs 
best from early planting, late June to early July in Lincolnshire, and at low 
density, approximately 10,000 plants per acre. Consistently high percentage 
Class 1 heads. Produces deep, dense curds which are easy to cut. Very 
healthy base and good resistance to hollow stem.

Price: £3.50 for 40 seed

ITEM: 3026 | *NEW* CARBIS F1 

This is the variety to grow to fill the gap before the early Summer varieties 
kick in. Winter Roscoff type. maturing in late March to early April in Cornwall, 
250-260 days, and early to mid-April in Kent and Lincolnshire, 260-285 
days. Vedis F1 timing with good regrowth in the spring. Good plant vigour 
and attractive dark leaf. Very healthy foliage; ringspot-resistant gene 
present.

Price: £3.50 for 40 seed

ROMANESCO
ITEM: 3236 | GITANO F1

Romanesco is increasing in popularity as it’s eaten raw with dips. 
Contains more health giving properties than the regular white cauliflower. 
Late Summer Autumn variety good against riciness, bracting and red 
discolouration.

Price: £2.60 for 40 seed

CELERY 
Items 3080, 3081 and 3083 are Exclusive varieties to Medwyns

ITEM: 3080 | STARBURST F1

This is a cross between ‘Moonbeam’ and ‘Ideal’. It has already won prizes at 
the highest level. Powerful growth to nearly 5 feet with strong wide stalks 
having a lovely pink colour around the base.

Price: £4.25 per packet

ITEM: 3081 | EVENING STAR F1

This is a cross between ‘Lathom’ and ‘Ideal’. A superb quality celery to be 
expected from an F1 hybrid and just a little later maturing than Ideal. Wide 
strong stalks with a tinge of pink around the base and having plenty of bulk. 

Price: £4.25 per packet

ITEM 3083 | MORNING STAR F1

We have some excellent stock of this price winning celery. This has 
the capacity to produce many petioles, therefore, has the capability of 
producing some really heavy heads. This has been a winner at the highest 
level of the NVS shows and has the capability of producing some white 
petioles or stalks.

Price: £4.25 per packet

ITEM: 3085 | VICTORIA (Self Blanching)

UK-bred F1 celery that’s been produced specifically for UK growing 
conditions. It has an attractive mid-green colour with a tall erect habit and 
fleshy petioles. Never forget that Celery needs plenty of moisture for a 
successful crop.

Price: £2.80 per packet

CELERIAC
ITEM: 3082 | MONET F1

Celeriac is a relative of Celery, the difference being you grow Celeriac for 
its roots rather than the greens.  An early hybrid variety, suitable for both 
fresh sales and storage uses. Resistant to bolting; tolerant of Septoria.

Price: £2.50 for 100 seed

CHARD
ITEM: 3211 | RHUBARB CHARD

Becoming much more popular in the vegetable garden as indeed, in 
some instances, in the herbaceous border owing to its bright red stalks. 
Rarely if ever seen for sale in the shops so you need to grow it yourself to 
appreciate the taste. High in Vitamin C, you can eat the stalks, diced and 
boiled, as well as the leaves which you cook similarly to spinach.

Price: £2.50 per packet
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COURGETTES Cucurbita Pepo 
ITEM: 3086 | SURE THING F1 (Bush Variety)

A new Bush type courgette that really is a ‘Sure Thing’ because 
parthenocarpic plants bear fruit early in cool, cloudy conditions, even when 
there are no bees or male flowers around. Medium sized fruits are long and 
very tasty with excellent flavour, brilliant for ratatouille.

Price: £2.50 for 8 seed 

ITEM: 3087 | PICCOLO

Piccolo is a courgette which produces an abundance of wonderful green 
striped semi-round fruit. The tasty fruits are the perfect shape for summer 
kebabs or slicing and can also be left to mature to small ‘marrows which are 
great stuffed for individual servings. Spine free neat bush habit.

Price: £2.50 for 8 seed

ITEM: 3088 | TOSCA F1

A new variety with straight shiny dark green fruit that is very easy to grow. 
Tosca is very tolerant of powdery mildew and very adaptable as a late crop. 
A vigorous plant with an open habit. For harvest from August to September.

Price: £2.50 for 8 seed 

ITEM: 3089 | EL GRECO

An exquisitely flavoured, early cropping courgette, producing good yields 
of glossy, mid green courgettes throughout summer. RHS Award of Garden 
Merit winner.

Price: £2.50 for 8 seed

ITEM: 3090 | BRITISH SUMMERTIME

The perfect cool weather courgette, it’s the earliest fruiting courgette I have 
trialled and performs well in colder climates. The plant habit is very open 
allowing easy picking and good sunlight penetration, resulting in great fruit 
quality. The habit also maximises air circulation leading to reduced disease 
levels, including powdery mildew.

Price: £2.50 for 8 seed

ITEM: 3091 | SUNSTRIPE F1

British bred Courgette ‘Sunstripe’ produces unique shiny, golden yellow 
cylindrical fruits with striking white stripes and a wonderful flavour and 
texture. The compact, open, bushy plants have spineless stems making it 
easy to harvest the abundant fruits from amongst the green foliage. Height: 
45cm (18”). Spread: 90cm (36”). 

Price: £2.50 for 8 seed

CUCUMBER
ITEM: 3092 | KOUPER F1

A cucumber that’s already won many prizes at the highest level, including 
First at the Welsh NVS Championship. I consider this one to be as good if 
not better than Carmen cucumber. Establishes itself quicker and stronger 
than Carmen when initially planted.

Price: £5.50 for 5 seed

 ITEM: 3093 | LOUISA F1

All female (parthenocarpic) variety producing a high yield of uniform, dark 
green, bitter-free fruits. Very early to crop even under hot conditions. Fruits 
typically measure 35cm in length and weigh around 500 grams. Resistant 
to Powdery Mildew, CCU [Scab] and Cca [Target Spot]. Could offer a real 
challenge to Carmen.

Price £4.50 for 5 seed

ITEM: 3094 | LEMON Cucumber (Heritage Variety)

Lemon cucumber gets its name from the apple-shaped cucumbers it 
produces that will grow equally well outdoors. Crisp, juicy, tender, mild 
flavour with creamy yellow skin. It is said the lemon cucumber is more 
digestible than other cucumbers. Best harvested early and very easy to 
grow.

Price £1.50 for 5 seed

ITEM: 3095 | CARMEN F1 AWARD OF GARDEN MERIT RHS 

The cucumber that’s winning at most major shows. Very smooth dark green 
colour with short handles. An all-female variety and resistant to all known 
strains of powdery mildew, scab, leaf spot; the fruit are free of bitterness. 
An unbeatable winner at all National and Provincial shows.

Price: £4.99 for 5 seed

ITEM: 3096  | DELISTAR F1

Grows to about 7 to 8 inches in length with a very pale green colour and 
having outstanding flavour.  Bred to have a thin skin, you bite through it as if 
there was no skin there, no need to peel.

Price: £4.50 for 5 seed 

FLORENCE FENNEL
ITEM: 3098 | RONDO F1 

A new variety suitable for both summer and autumn cropping. Bulbs are 
very rounded and white with a high tolerance to Smut.  Sow in small pots 
for potting on or planting outside.

Price: £3.10 for 30 seed
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KALE CULINARY
ITEM: 3099 | BLACK KALE 
(NERO DE TOSCANA PRECOCE - BLACK TUSCANY)

A very tasty ‘picking’ type with long thin strap like leaves, which have 
‘blisters’ on them so that they resemble the leaves of a Savoy cabbage. 
Matures in August from a June planting. A very winter hardy plant and 
delicious steamed or eaten raw in salads. 

Price: £2.20 for 40 seed

KOHL RABI
ITEM: 3100 | KREF F1 

An early light green variety, suitable for forcing as well as all year round 
garden production. Highly resistant to stem splitting, bolting and over 
enlargement. Globe shaped with good quality tender flesh. 75 to 80 days 
maturity.

Price: £2.50 for 30 seed

ITEM: 3101 | BALLOT F1 

Mid early, purple-skinned variety, which has a beautiful, bloom. Has round 
shape and excellent white flesh. Looks tremendous on the show bench or 
in a mixed salad basket. A much undervalued vegetable, can be ready to 
eat 10 to 12 weeks after sowing.

Price: £2.50 for 30 seed

LEEKS
ITEM: 3102 | SNOWDON F1 

The first real F1 hybrid show leek that could win on the show bench, crossed 
with the Welsh Seedling by Dr Dawson. An excellent hybrid for the show 
bench just as it is for the kitchen. Dark green foliage initially that turn paler 
as the leek matures with no sign of any viruses present. 

Price: £3.50 for 60 seed

ITEM: 3103 | WINDERMERE F1 

A cross with the Welsh Seedling to produce large specimens from seed 
which will be virus free. Selected as one of the best for its growth rate, 
shape and uniformity from the four that was on trial two years ago.

Price: £3.50 for 60 seed

ITEM: 3104 | STAMFORD F1

An early high yielding variety with an erect dark blue green foliage, good 
length of barrel with attractive white colour. A very reliable performer with 
good uniformity within the bed. Field trials have shown good resistance to 
bulbing and rust. A leek well worth growing.

Price: £3.25 for 60 seed

LETTUCE Butterhead
ITEM: 3107 | BARILLA F1 

Barilla has proved to be a reliable all rounder for the UK season. Performs 
well in the spring to Autumn with a fresh Mid to dark green colour. Clean 
base and has good mildew resistance.

Price: £3.00 for 50 pelleted seed

ITEM: 3108 | DIVINA F1

A new variety to replace Sunny that’s no longer available. Possesses a 
large slightly wavy leaf with a densely packed head with an approximate 
weight of 500 grams. Very slow to bolt and has excellent resistance to Tip 
Burn even in hot conditions. Perfect for the show bench and the kitchen.

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed

LETTUCE Crisphead
ITEM: 3109 | *NEW* GLASSICA

A new and excellent replacement for Wismar that’s been discontinued. 
Very reliable variety for all conditions and soil types. Excellent tolerance 
to tipburn, offering very consistent performance with high quality heads. 
Resistant to Bl 16-33, IR:LMV1, HR:NrO.

Price: £2.50 for 50 Pellets

LETTUCE Cos
ITEM: 3110 | FREIDEI

Dark green Baby Cos.  Grows to around 15 cm tall nice tight heart with 
superb sweet taste, this could be a winner in the Cos lettuce class at your 
local show.

 Price: £2.30 for 50 Pellets
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LETTUCE Curly Leaf
ITEM: 3225 | MATADOR 

A triple red tightly curled Lollo Rossa type lettuce variety with a bright colour. 
Its mildew resistance makes it a must in any Lollo programme as it allows for 
greater flexibility. Perfect for eating as baby leaves.

Price: £2.30 for 50 pellets

MARROWS Bush Variety
ITEM: 3111 | TIGER CROSS F1

A regular winner in the small marrow class. The fruit are distinctively marked 
with even and very contrasting stripes of dark and light green. They are 
freely produced and are easily visible on the plant giving a uniform colour 
all over. 

Price: £2.50 for 10 seed

MARROWS Trailing Varieties
ITEM: 3230 | BUSH BABY 

The first bush marrow with the capability of producing fruit to match Table 
Dainty. It produces a very high count of fruits over the season.  This is a 
definite winner in the quality marrow classes. 

Price: £2.50 for 10 seed

ONIONS
ITEM: 3114 | LARGE EXHIBITION ONION (RE SELECTION)

Probably the best onion you can grow for exhibition with the capability to 
grow to a large size with very uniform shape.

Price: £6.00 for 60 seed

ITEM: 3115 | CANTO F1

An early maincrop high yielding onion with consistently good shape and 
uniformity between onions. This onion has been excellent for me during the 
past two years and will certainly prove to be a favourite with all who grow it. 
Lovely smooth brown skin with an exceptionally good storage life. 

Price: £ 2.90 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3116 | TOUGHBALL F1

A return to the catalogue for this onion that used to be unbeatable on the 
show bench.  It’s a deep globe onion with beautiful veining on the dark 
coloured skin.

Price: £2.90 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3117 | FASTO F1 

An early onion that has a single centre to ensure a much rounder bulb. 
Deep globe shape with a lovely stray colour. This is a perfect onion to use 
for the under 250grm classes

Price: £3.00 for 200 seed

 ITEM: 3119  |  *NEW*  RED ONION 37/222

This red onion is an early maturing variety with longer-term storability which 
is not usually the case with many red varieties. It is very Uniform in size 
and shape, for those wishing to exhibit this onion, sow during late January 
to mid-February for exhibiting during August September. It possesses an 
even dark red colour. This is the best red onion for the kitchen as it has 
high sprouting tolerance combined with an exceptional performance from 
storage.

Price: £3.50 for 200 seed.

ITEM: 3245 | VENTO F1  

Produces very uniform onions in the bed giving you an excellent choice of 
bulbs for a dish. Globe shaped with a lovely skin finish.  A good keeper. A 
must for the 250 gram class.

Price: £2.70 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3246 | SANTERO F1 (Resistance to onion downy mildew)

A unique early main crop variety containing a new gene giving it resistance 
to onion downy mildew (peronospora destructor) slightly earlier than Canto 
with thin to medium skin quality therefore giving a low risk of watery scale 
developing during storage. Very good level of resistance to bolting and 
suitable for medium term storage. 

Price: £2.90 for 100 seed

ITEM: 3121 | RED BARON F1

A must for those exhibitors who like to have a go in the red onion class. 
It can attain a large size coupled with exceptional quality as well as an 
excellent internal red colouring and firm flesh. A top quality onion for winter 
storage.

Price: £2.90 for 200 seed

ONION Salad
ITEM: 3122 | GUARDSMAN 

The spring salad onion that you cannot go wrong with. Very vigorous tall 
and will over winter exceptionally well.  I have used this many times on my 
displays as it is such a strong tall variety.

Price: £2.10 for 200 seed
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ITEM: 3123 | CAREL

A variety for summer and autumn harvest. Very erect, waxy dark green 
leaves. Vigorous and versatile variety that can be grown in most conditions. 
Good resistance to leaf tipping producing an extremely healthy crop.

Price: £1.90 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3260 | REDDY

A long day variety that produces red bunching onions when grown as a 
salad onion from a spring sowing. Thick skin with deep red colour. This will 
also produce bulbing onions when grown at a wider spacing.

Price: £1.90 for 200 seed

PAK CHOI
ITEM: 3105 | JOI CHOI (White)

White stemmed variety with shiny dark green leaves. Sow until end of 
October. Good frost resistance and slow bolting.

Price: £1.90 for 100 seed

ITEM: 3106 | RED LADY F1 (Red)

A hybrid red Pak Choi that offers excellent vigour. The very upright, long 
petioled habit makes for easy baby leaf harvesting. Oval leaves in deep 
wine red with green undersides; green stems and red veins.

Price: £1.90 for 100 seed

PARSNIPS
When available, all our parsnip seed are graded V-Z. (largest seed size).

ITEM 3124 | COUNTESS

A new parsnip to compete in the strongest possible terms against Gladiator. 
It is more of the Javelin type but even whiter skinned. The vigour is quite 
sensational and will leave most other parsnips standing.  

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3125 | PANORAMA F1

Strong resistance to canker is the hallmark of this long-rooted variety F1 
hybrid. The vigour ensures large, weighty roots, which are full of flavour and 
may be lifted for several months without losing condition. This is a variety 
that should do really well on the show benches.

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3126 | SABRE F1

This New parsnip formed part of my award winning display at the 2019 
Chelsea flower show and bred by the same stable as Gladiator and Javelin 
etc. A very white and early parsnip with good skin finish.

Price: £3.00 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3127 | GLADIATOR F1

The world’s first hybrid parsnip and British bred to be much more vigorous 
and consequently a little larger than the formal Cobham Improved. 
Although capable of being grown to a very large size, it will still retain that 
refined shape which is certain to catch the judge’s eye. Smooth white skin 
and resistant to canker. 

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3128 | DUCHESS F1

I was very pleased to hear that this show winning variety is available from 
the breeder once more.  They have now improved on the original. It has a 
very smooth white body with a lovely rounded shoulder.  This will certainly 
pick up some awards this summer.

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3129 | WARRIOR F1

A sister variety to Viking in the same early bracket which featured 
prominently on our display stands at Malvern. A very white parsnip that 
carries its weight slowly along its length.

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3130 | VIKING F1 (TZ9045 introduced by Medwyns)

This was known last year as TZ9045 and proved to be a winner on the 
show bench. Has the potential to grow very heavy and long. An early variety 
that puts on weight very quickly. One of the whitest parsnips and keeps its 
colour longer than most others. High resistance to canker. 

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed.

ITEM: 3266 | VICTOR F1 (Introduced by Medwyn’s)

A parsnip that I forecast to be the best of any that I have introduced over 
the years. I won the Welsh Championship with a set of three in 2014. Also 
a winner at the NVS Championships in 2014 and 2015. An early variety and 
a sister selection to the later developing Viper F1. This one also carries its 
weight evenly along the whole length of its body with superb white colour.

Price: £2.50 for 200 seed.
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PEAS
ITEM: 3131 | SHOW PERFECTION RESELECTED FOR EXHIBITION 

The only pea to grow for the serious exhibitor winning all over the country 
and unbeatable when well grown. This selection has consistently been 
winning for many years at all the top shows.

Price: £2.50 for 30 peas 

ITEM: 3263 | HURST GREENSHAFT

High yielding variety with dark green double pods. 8 to 10 peas per pod, a 
very reliable cropper at around 3 feet in height. A Royal Horticulture Society 
AGM award winner and a winner at many local shows.

Price: £1.50 for 40 peas

ITEM: 3264 | SHIRAZ

A purple snow pea variety producing attractive flat purple pods with good 
flavour. Very slow to develop seed and resistant to powdery mildew.

Price: £2.00 for 30 seed.

ITEM: 3265 | DELIKETT

A high-quality Sugar Snap pea with a compact habit and high yields. Can 
be harvested over a long period. Stringless at early stages with excellent 
flavour. Height 65cm pods are 8-9cm in length and 13mm wide. White 
flowering.

Price: £2.00 for 30 seed.

PUMPKIN
ITEM: 3132 | HARVEST MOON F1

An early maturing and compact plant that produces fruit 4 to 5 kg in weight. 
Flat globe shape with strong handles and a very attractive colour. Ideal for 
Halloween.

Price: £2.80 for 5 seed

ITEM: 3133 | RE SELECTION GIANT PUMPKIN

The seed for this pumpkin have been harvested from pumpkins weighing in 
excess of 1,000 lbs each.

Price: £3.30 for 5 seed

RADISH
ITEM: 3134 | SOLITO F1

A really good new radish that matures for me in just over three weeks. 
Crunchy with good flavour. Strong against cracking during growth. Super 
internal quality. A very uniform variety with a fine tap root. Ability to grow up 
to 40mm and still maintain internal quality. IR-HR level to Fusarium and IR to 
Downy Mildew.

Price: £2.00 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3135 | *NEW* BANDITO F1

Outdoor round red is suitable for all-season production.  Uniform round 
shape with thick skin.  Small leaf attachment and fine taproot.  High 
tolerance to cracking. An excellent variety for the kitchen and show bench.

Price: £1.70 for 200 seed

ITEM 3136 | APACHE F1 

A hybrid French breakfast type with vigorous and uniform emergence. 
Roots are 4 to 5 cm long, bright scarlet in colour with a small white tip. The 
erect foliage is of short to medium height. Can be grown from Late Winter 
through to the following autumn.

Price: £1.70 for 200 seed

ITEM 3206 | DIANA F1

A Unique purple and white two toned round roots offering a colour contrast 
for salads with a peppery flavour.

Price £2.00 for 200 seed

ITEM 3207 | WATERMELON RADISH

A large round winter radish that is creamy white outside with a full central 
burst of watermelon rose. Flesh is crispy and mild, with a sweet flavour 
perfect for salads, garnishes or cooking. Best sown in late summer for an 
Autumn crop.

Price £2.00 for 200 seed

ITEM 3208 | WHITELLA F1

Beautiful white radish with good uniformity and internal quality. With stress it may develop a faint 
pink cap near the stem attachment but remains attractive. With medium to tall tops.

 Price £2.00 for 200 seed
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SHALLOT From Seed 
ITEM: 3137 | MATADOR

The shallot that produces one bulb from each seed.  Very similar to the 
traditional type, with high shoulders and a rounded base. An excellent 
quality shallot that’s suitable for long term storage. Harvesting will take 
place before standard bulb onions but later than traditionally planted 
shallots

Price: £2.50 for 100 seed

SQUASH 
ITEM: 3227 | HUNTER F1

Specifically bred for the northern European climate and maturing up to 4 
weeks earlier than other American hybrids. Fruits average 800g to 1Kg with 
a very high level of top quality fruit as well as a heavy total yield

Price: £2.25 for 8 seed

ITEM: 3228 | CROWN PRINCE

Luscious organic Crown Prince squash. Blue-grey skinned with dense 
orange flesh, this variety is a favourite with cooks for its consistent flavour 
and all-rounder qualities with a sweet, rich, nutty flavour. You can’t go wrong 
with this one, whether you want chunks roasted to caramelised sweetness, 
buttery mash, or a slow-simmered, toothsome addition to a stew or curry. 
The fruit weigh on average 3-4kg. and stores well.

Price: £2.50 for 8 seed

SWEDE
ITEM: 3248 | HELENOR

The most useful of vegetables during the winter months, sow the seed 
during early and thin down to one when about two inches tall. An excellent 
source of Vitamin Calcium, Potassium and Magnesium. Creamy flesh with a 
beautiful purple shoulder. Excellent flavour and very Uniform heads in the 
row, one of the better Swedes.

Price: £2.20 for 300 seed

ITEM: 3258 | TWEED F1

Tweed has a dark purple top and cream base. It is a larger, rounder Swede 
than Helenor but maintains a good shape. It has a cream-coloured flesh 
with a very good flavour. Top class for exhibition and a winner at many 
shows

Price: £2.75 for 200 seed

SWEET CORN
ITEM: 3139 | GOLDEN LION F1

A multi-sweet mid season variety which produces medium to large sized 
cobs. They are typically 21cm in length with medium sized grains on 
medium sized core. 20 rows of grains per cob, with an average of 1.0 cobs 
per plant. No tillers.

Price: £2.25 for 30 seed

ITEM: 3140 | GOLDN HIND F1

A very early multi-sweet variety. Cobs typically 17-19cm in length, with an 
average of 16 rows of grains per cob. Medium sized grains and medium 
sized core. A shorter variety with some tillers. Produced 1.15 cobs per plant 
in recent trials.

Price: £2.50 for 30 seed

TOMATOES
All our tomato seed will are sold in plastic Vials to make absolutely sure that you receive them 
undamaged and in prime condition. 

ITEM: 3142 | DOMETICA RZ F1 

This is a new improved selection with fantastic reports coming back 
regarding its flavour. Round in shape and suitable for summer cropping. 
It’s very productive and the tomatoes are of excellent quality and great for 
the show bench. For best germination, cover the seed very thinly, virtually 
uncovered, with some fine Vermiculite.

Price: £6.00 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3143 | SHIRLEY F1

Undoubtedly one of the nicest tomatoes to eat. A very heavy cropper to 
the extent that some trusses may need supporting with string to prevent 
them tearing off the main stem.

Price: £3.50 for 10 seed 

ITEM: 3144 | Y DDRAIG GOCH F1

We are really excited about this new hybrid variety that has been bred for 
me by a professional tomato breeder and the first ever vegetable to be 
officially registered in the Welsh language. A cross made with Goldstar seed 
from Charles Maisey and the proven show winner Cedrico that’s no longer 
available. A vine ripe variety with excellent flavour and possessing a large 
calyx. 

Price: £3.50 for 10 seed
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ITEM: 3146 | BIG MAMMA

These beauties are plum-shaped, Skin peels away easily after par-boiling, 
which means less fuss, less mess and more delicious, thick, creamy sauce! 
An Indeterminate type that crops really well. Ideal for the large plum tomato 
class, on a personal note, fast becoming one of my favourites to eat.

Price:  £3.20 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3147 | GIGANTOMO  RHS Award of Merit 

Tomato ‘Gigantomo’ is an outstanding Beefsteak tomato that produces 
enormous red fruits, each weighing between 1-3lbs - you can feed your 
entire family from one tomato! The meaty, flavourful flesh makes this a must 
have variety for all Tomato enthusiasts; it is one of the largest new varieties 
available. The plants are disease resistant and strong, productive and 
extremely easy to grow in a grow bag. Perfect for the heaviest tomato class 
at your local show.

Price:  £2.70 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3148 | TERENZO F1

This variety replaces Tumbler as we feel this is a better cropper. Bred for 
patio growing in pots and ideal for hanging baskets. The plants cascade 
over the side of the pot or basket. Superb flavour and cherry shaped red 
fruits. Fruits typically weigh 18-20 grams with a brix reading of 6%. 

Price:  £2.90 for 5 seed

ITEM: 3149 | SUNGOLD

This variety has been voted by gardeners as one of the sweetest tomatoes 
they have grown. A heavy cropper from early summer through to late 
autumn. Large cascading trusses of thin skinned small sized tomato of an 
orange colour. Cordon type. An extremely popular variety.

Price: £2.90 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3151 | MAISEY F1

This is another cross from the same breeder as Y Ddraig Goch and named 
after Charles Maisey who had so much success on the show benches over 
so many years. A really round variety with a good calyx that some exhibitors 
who have trialled it think it’s probably one of the best for exhibiting and 
eating. To get a winning size on the fruit, thin the trusses down to 5 fruit.

Price: £4.00 for 10 seed.

ITEM: 3204 | SUPER MAMA F1

The hands down champion in the arena of ‘Roma’ type tomatoes with an 
unbeatable armour of unique zesty Italian flavour, vigour, aroma and yield. It 
bears a bounty of oval 150 – 170g fruit. Strong roots conquer enemies such 
as blight and blossom end rot.

Price: £2.90 for 10 seed.

ITEM: 3209 | RIESLING F1

A fabulous new introduction for the mini Plum tomato class, fruit are about 
1½” long and between 15 and 20 grams in weight with a beautiful calyx. 
The fruit are very uniform in size and shape. A delicious tomato with 
dense, firm flesh. Outstanding in trials, with excellent disease resistance. 
Indeterminate, (needs support) cool or warm greenhouse. Winner of an 
RHS Award of Garden Merit for reliability and good performance.

Price: £3.00 for 10 seed.

ITEM: 3210 | BUFFALO SUN F1

A large indeterminate Beefsteak variety, a vigorous grower with an easy 
open habit. The colour is bright yellow with a red flame on the skin. The 
ribbed fruit are resistant to late blight and can therefore be grown outdoors 
in suitable areas.

Price: £3.00 for 10 seed.

ITEM: 3212 | *NEW* CHERRY BABY F1

This amazing tomato produces cascading, jewel-like clusters of delectable 
ruby-red cherries. Tomatoes bursting with sweetness, light, and a tingly-
tangy ‘pop’! ‘Cherry Baby’s superproductive plants soon mass with dense 
clusters of up to 350 sweet 1 oz. fruits. In a large container or the garden, 
these tomatoes place a healthy snack within arm’s reach. Indeterminate.

Price - £2.90 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3231 | SWEET APERETIF

With its multi branching habit, this red skinned cherry tomato produces 
excellent yields of delicious, bite sized fruits. Each fruit weighs 
approximately 12g and when grown in the greenhouse over a long period, 
up to 500 thin-skinned, shiny red cherry fruits are produced per plant - 
that’s about 6kg (13 lbs)! Tomato ‘Sweet Aperitif’ has a high sugar content 
and just the right amount of acidity which combine beautifully for a sweet, 
but refreshing flavour. This cordon variety can be grown in the greenhouse, 
or in a sheltered, sunny spot outdoors. Height: 200cm (79”). Spread: 50cm 
(20”) probably the sweetest tomato you’ll eat.

Price: £2.50 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3235 | GIANT VARIETY P.G. SELECTION

This is a monster of a tomato, a reselection by Peter Glazebrook of a World 
Record winning strain.  By thinning the trusses down to leave just two 
tomatoes per truss, Peter has achieved tomatoes in excess of 3lbs each 
with the best achieving 4½ lbs in weight.  The one to grow if only for the fun 
of entering the heaviest tomato class at your local show.

Price:  £4.50 for 6 seed
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ITEM: 3242 | CAPPRICIA F1

Cappricia is an excellent variety on the show bench. It’s a round typical 
English tomato with good disease resistance, great flavour and plenty of 
vigour.

Price: £6.50 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3271 | GOLDWIN F1

A yellow cherry tomato, Strong plant very productive, Fruit weight around 
20-23 grams, Excellent taste. Firm fruit, slightly crispy, with a perfect balance 
between sweetness and acidity.

Price:  £3.00 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3274 | HONEY MOON F1 (Pink Tomato)

Fleshy, sweet fruit, full of flavor! Vigorous plant, very productive. Large, very 
attractive slightly pink fruits. Compact plant with short internodes. Superb in 
the garden: very good level of resistance to late blight with resistance gene 
combination Ph2 and Ph3.

Price:  £3.00 for 10 seed

OUTDOOR TOMATO
ITEM: 3234 | CRIMSON CRUSH

Provides great yields of exceptionally fine tasting, large, round tomatoes 
(each weighing up to 200g). Bred for outdoor growing, it’s the tomato that 
everyone should be planting. This is not just a blight resistant tomato it 
is a blight beating tomato. Never be disappointed with your tomato crop 
when blight strikes again. Ideal for the home or the allotment. Harvest July-
October.

Price: £3.75 for 10 seed

ITEM: 3239 | *NEW* CONSUELO F1

Another exceptional addition to our range of phytophthora-resistant 
tomatoes. The large cherry sized fruit, weighing 15-20 grams, have 
exceptional flavour with a Brix level in the range 9-11. Clusters of 25-30 
fruit are borne on long trusses, with each plant yielding up to 150 tasty, 
bite-sized tomatoes. Remarkable variety combines excellent outdoor 
performance in Northern Europe with good blight resistance.

Price: £2.90 for 10 seed

TURNIPS
ITEM: 3153 |  OREGON F1

Has sweetly flavoured yellow roots. High quality, fast growing maincrop 
variety. Delicious roasted or grated raw in salads. Excellent source of 
vitamin C. A highly recommended yellow hybrid variety with improved 
quality and vigour for early and main season crops. Roots are colourful, 
crisp and tender, with outstanding flavour.

 Price:  £1.90 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3154 | TOKYO CROSS F1

One of the quickest varieties to mature, producing pure white round tops. 
Harvest the turnips when small for the best flavour. Full of hybrid vigour and 
will be ready to eat in ten weeks after sowing.

Price: £1.90 for 200 seed

ITEM: 3155 | SWEETBELL F1

An introduction from the same breeder as Sweet Candle carrot.  Bred in 
Japan with a fantastic Super Sweet flavour, the sweetest turnip I have ever 
eaten.  Pure white skin with a lovely pale purple splash around the shoulder.

Price:  £1.90 for 200 seed
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VEGETABLE PLANTS
*Please note that we are unable to change dispatch dates as stated on line and in 
the Catalogue* That rooted leek bulbils will now be posted to you from early December 
(growth rate and weather permitting). Do make sure that you have a heated propagator or 
heated greenhouse ready to receive them. THESE ARE ONLY AVAILABLE UNTIL THE 
MIDDLE OF JANUARY

To guarantee reservation of your rooted bulbils, you are advised to order as early as 
possible.  Orders received after the middle of December will be posted out during 
the first week of January.

ITEM: 1002 | BLANCH LEEK - ROOTED BULBILS  
PENDLE IMPROVED

Posted to you in flat plastic containers from early December. On receipt, 
these plants must be grown in a heated greenhouse with a minimum night 
temperature of 50ºF.  It would also be beneficial to give them some bottom 
heat for the first few weeks. This selection is also available as Premium 
Plants Item 1011. Sold in units of 10. 

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £19.00

ITEM: 1003 | BLANCH LEEK - ROOTED BULBILS, 
LLANEDWEN 

New leek bred by Ivor Mace from a Welsh Seedling Pendle Cross. This has 
definite possibilities for the showbench.  On receipt, these plants must be 
grown in a heated greenhouse with a minimum night temperature of 55F. 
It would also be beneficial to give them some bottom heat for the first few 
weeks. Also available as Premium Plants, See Item 1016. Sold in units of 10.  
Sold in units of 10. 

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £19.00

ITEM: 1004 | BLANCH LEEK - ROOTED BULBILS, 
WELSH SEEDLING 

Posted to you in flat plastic containers from early December. On receipt, 
these plants must be grown in a heated greenhouse with a minimum night 
temperature of 55F. It would also be beneficial to give them some bottom 
heat for the first few weeks. This selection is also available as Premium 
Plants, See Item 1008. Sold in units of 10.  

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £19.00

ITEM: 1005 | C.S.C. POT LEEK  
THE CSC (Cumbrian Sammy Cross) - ROOTED BULBILS

Posted to you in flat plastic containers from early December. On receipt 
these plants must be grown in a heated greenhouse with a minimum night 
temperature of 55F. It would also be beneficial to give them some bottom 
heat for the first few weeks. This selection is also available as Premium 
Plants, See Item 1009. Sold in units of 10. 

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £19.00

ITEM: 1010 | OWN LARGE EXHIBITION ONION SEEDLINGS 

These will be plants raised from my own selected seed in the finest compost and under artificial 
lights to promote strong early growth. They will be posted to you from mid-February in flat 
plastic containers. On receipt, they must be grown on in a heated greenhouse with a minimum 
night temperature of 50ºF, preferably, with some bottom heat for the first few weeks. This 
selection is also available as Premium Plants Item 1006.To guarantee reservation of your plants 
you are advised to order before Christmas as we need to have an idea of how many seedlings to 
grow on. Sold in packs of 10.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £15.00

PREMIUM PLANTS
The leeks and onions listed below are offered for sale to those people who want the best 
and strongest plants for growing on. They are also for the grower who only wants a small 
quantity without having to heat and light his own greenhouse for weeks on end. They will 
have been grown under artificial lights and heat for at least 4 months prior to being posted 
in strong cardboard boxes. They may require some heat on arrival depending on weather 
conditions to get them established quickly. Excellent comments from growers since we 
have introduced this line.

ITEM: 1006 | BLANCH LEEK PLANTS FROM ROOTED BULBILS PENDLE

These plants will be grown on in the largest size Jiffy seven pellet to produce plants that you 
simply cannot fail to grow top quality specimens from. They will have a strong root system that 
will ensure the plants have a minimum check to growth when potted on. Ideally, some heat may 
be required on receipt to make sure the plants have the best possible start. Supporting the 
plants by using Plastic Plant Support Clips, Item 0005 in this catalogue, will ensure that they 
root faster as well as remaining upright. Delivery dates will be from late February to mid-March 
depending on weather conditions and growth rate. Sold in Units of 10 plants well protected in 
strong cardboard boxes to alleviate as much damage as humanly possibly through the delivery 
system. Next day delivery. 

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £45.00

ITEM: 1016 | BLANCH LEEK PLANTS FROM  
ROOTED BULBILS, LLANEDWEN

These plants will be grown on in the largest size Jiffy seven pellet to produce plants that you 
simply cannot fail to grow top quality specimens from. They will have a strong root system that 
will ensure the plants have a minimum check to growth when potted on. Ideally, some heat may 
be required on receipt to make sure the plants have the best possible start. Supporting the 
plants by using Plastic Plant Support Clips, Item 0005 in this catalogue, will ensure that they 
root faster as well as remaining upright. Delivery dates will be from late February to mid-March 
depending on weather conditions and growth rate. Sold in Units of 10 plants well protected in 
strong cardboard boxes to alleviate as much damage as humanly possibly through the delivery 
system. Next day delivery.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £45.00
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ITEM: 1008 | BLANCH LEEK PLANTS FROM ROOTED  
BULBILS, WELSH SEEDLING  

These plants will be grown on in the largest size Jiffy seven pellet to 
produce plants that you simply cannot fail to grow top quality specimens 
from. They will have a strong root system that will ensure the plants have 
a minimum check to growth when potted on. Ideally, some heat may be 
required on receipt to make sure the plants have the best possible start. 
Supporting the plants by using Plastic Plant Support Clips, Item 0005 
in this catalogue, will ensure that they root faster as well as remaining 
upright. Delivery dates will be from late February to mid-March depending 
on weather conditions and growth rate. Sold in Units of 10 plants well 
protected in strong cardboard boxes to alleviate as much damage as humanly possibly through 
the delivery system. Next day delivery.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £45.00

ITEM: 1009 | POT LEEK PLANTS, FROM ROOTED BULBILS 
THE CSC (Cumbrian Sammy Cross)

These plants will be grown on in the largest size Jiffy seven pellet to 
produce plants that you simply cannot fail to grow top quality specimens 
from. They will have a strong root system that will ensure the plants have 
a minimum check to growth when potted on. Ideally, some heat may be 
required on receipt to make sure the plants have the best possible start. 
Supporting the plants by using Plastic Plant Support Clips, Item 0005 in 
this catalogue, will ensure that they root faster as well as remaining upright. 
Delivery dates will be from late February to mid-March depending on 
weather conditions and growth rate. Sold in Units of 10 plants well protected in strong cardboard 
boxes to alleviate as much damage as humanly possibly through the delivery system. Next day 
delivery.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £45.00

ITEM: 1001 | PETER GLAZEBROOK WORLD RECORD  
ONION PLANTS 

These are plants sown earlier than the above and from seed supplied to 
us from the same stock that Peter broke the World Record with at 18lbs 1 
ounce. These plants will be grown on in the largest size Jiffy seven pellet 
to produce plants that you simply cannot fail to grow top quality specimens 
from. They will have a strong root system that will ensure the plants have 
a minimum check to growth when potted on. Ideally, some heat may be 
required on receipt to make sure the plants have the best possible start. 
Supporting the plants by using Plastic Plant Support Clips, Item 0005 in 
this catalogue, will ensure that they root faster as well as remaining upright. 
Delivery dates will be from mid to late March depending on growth rate. 
Sold in Units of 10 plants well protected in strong cardboard boxes to alleviate as much damage 
as humanly possibly through the delivery system. Delivered next day via Courier service.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £45.00

ITEM: 1011 | OWN SEED LARGE EXHIBITION  
ONION PLANTS  

These plants will be grown on in the largest size Jiffy seven pellet to produce plants that you 
simply cannot fail to grow top quality specimens from. They will have a strong root system that 
will ensure the plants have a minimum check to growth when potted on. Ideally, some heat may 
be required on receipt to make sure the plants have the best possible start. Supporting the 
plants by using Plastic Plant Support Clips, Item 0005 in this catalogue, will ensure that they root 
faster as well as remaining upright. Delivery dates will be from mid to late March depending on 
growth rate. Sold in Units of 10 plants well protected in strong cardboard boxes to alleviate as 
much damage as humanly possibly through the delivery system. Delivered next day via Courier 
service.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £45.00

ITEM: 1036 | EVENING STAR CELERY - Grown on from  
an early March sowing posted out from late April 

This is a service to help those growers who want a better start with their 
plants without the bother of germination and the extra heat required. They 
will be sent out as young plants fully rooted in large Jiffy 7 pellets and ready 
for potting on into at least a 4 inch pot.  You really can’t fail to get the best 
start with these. Sold in Units of 10 plants well protected in strong cardboard 
boxes to alleviate as much damage as humanly possibly through the 
delivery system. Delivered next day via Courier service.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £30.00

ONION PLANTS for the under  
250 grams classes
These onions are grown for those who have no heated facilities for early growth 
themselves. Sown in January they will be ready for posting as young seedlings from 
approximately end of February to mid March. On receipt, these plants must be grown 
in a heated greenhouse with a minimum night temperature of 50ºF. Supporting the 
plants by using the plastic plant support clips, Item 0005, will ensure that they root 
faster and grow upright. For full description of each cultivars, check under seed list.  
Sold in packs of 10.

ITEM: 1012 | VENTO F1 ONION PLANTS 

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £12.00

ITEM: 1013 | TOUGHBALL F1 ONION PLANTS

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £12.00

ITEM: 1014 | FASTO F1 ONION PLANTS 

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £12.00
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CELERY SEEDLINGS
The F1 Hybrid Celery Seedlings listed below are all *Exclusive to Medwyns*. 
Dispatched in flat plastic containers, they will be well rooted and a minimum of 1 inch 
tall. On receipt, these plants must be grown in a heated greenhouse with a minimum 
night temperature of 50ºF, preferably, with some bottom heat for the first few weeks 
as well in order to achieve an early re establishment of the root system. Items having 
odd numbers are sown early March posted during early April. Items having even 
numbers are sown mid-March posted from mid-April. Sold in packs of 10.

ITEM: 1017 | STARBURST F1 HYBRID SEEDLINGS t

– Early March Sowing 

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £14.00

ITEM: 1019 | EVENING STAR F1 HYBRID SEEDLINGS  
– Early March Sowing

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £14.00

ITEM: 1020 | MORNING STAR F1 HYBRID SEEDLINGS  
– Early March sowing

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £14.00

ITEM: 1026 | GIANT MARROW PLANTS  (Not available as seed)

These plants have been introduced for those growers who may be finding it difficult to 
germinate the seed or perhaps who don’t want to spend money on heating costs.  These are 
plants from our Re Selected Giant Marrows. Sold in the largest size Jiffy seven pellets and sent 
out from mid-May in strong Plastic Blister packs. On arrival they must be potted up and initially 
offered protection from frost. Sold in packs of 5.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £12.00

ITEM: 1025 | MAISEY F1 (Tomato Plants)  

Named in gratitude for the beautiful exhibits of tomatoes that Charles 
Maisey staged over the years. Lovely and round with a good calyx. Thin 
trusses down to 5 or 6 to get good sized specimens.  Grown on in jiffy 7 
pellets and sent out during mid-April in strong plastic blister packs (the 
exact timing will depend on the rate of growth which is dependent on 
weather conditions at the time.  On arrival they should be potted on into 3 
inch pots. Protect from frost if forecasted. Sold in packs of 5.

Price £11.99

ITEM: 1027 FAULDS PARSLEY SEEDLINGS

Undoubtedly the best parsley of the lot and unbeatable on the Show Bench, a very old Heritage 
variety of superb quality, regularly exhibited north of the Border. Excellent for enhancing 
vegetable displays. A curly moss-type parsley with extremely tight fronds. Posted during late 
March/early April when about an inch tall.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £11.99

ITEM: 1029 | Y DDRAIG GOCH F1

A cross made with Goldstar seed from Charles Maisey and the proven show winner Cedrico 
that’s no longer available. A vine ripe variety with good flavour and possessing a large calyx. 
Grown on in jiffy 7 pellets and sent out during mid-April in strong plastic blister packs (the exact 
timing will depend on the rate of growth which is dependent on weather conditions at the time).  
On arrival they should be potted on into 3 inch pots. Protect from frost if forecasted. Sold in 
packs of 5.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £11.99

ITEM: 1031 | GIANT PUMPKIN PLANTS  
(Re selection from Atlantic Giant) Not available as seed

These are plants from our own Re Selected Giant Pumpkins. Sold in the largest size Jiffy seven 
pellets and sent out from mid-May in strong Plastic Blister packs. On arrival they must be potted 
up and initially offered protection from frost. Sold in packs of 5.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £12.00

BOOKS
ITEM: 2003 | GETTING STARTED ON THE SHOW BENCH

The first in a series of Handbooks produced by members of the National 
Vegetable Society and are written by gardeners with years of experience.

Price £6.99 inclusive of P&P

ITEM: 2004 | GETTING STARTED ON THE ALLOTMENT

The second in a series of Handbooks produced by members of the National 
Vegetable Society and are written by gardeners with years of experience.

Price £6.99 inclusive of P&P

 

ITEM: 2005 | GETTING STARTED WITH GROWING FRUIT

The third in a series of Handbooks produced by members of the National 
Vegetable Society and are written by gardeners with years of experience.

Price £6.99 inclusive of P&P

 

ITEM: 2006 | ALL THREE ‘GETTING STARTED’ BOOKS.

Price £16.50 inclusive of P&P
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SHALLOTS
ITEM: 5001 | ARISTOCRAT SHALLOTS 

Unavailable for this season owing to crop failure.

ITEM: 5002 | JERMOR SHALLOTS

Another top quality French Shallot with excellent merits for the show bench and probably one 
of the best for culinary use as well.  A taller type of shallot than Aristocrat and certainly worth 
growing. All orders will be despatched to arrive before Christmas. If ordering this item after 
Christmas, please telephone or email for availability. Sold in packs of ten.

Price per pack including Post and Packing £7.99

ITEM: 5008 | GOLDEN GOURMET SHALLOTS. 

A Dutch yellow variety of shallot that produces large bulbs with a lovely golden brown skin. 
Whilst their flavour is mild enough for them to be used raw in salads, they are also wonderful in 
cooking and of course pickling! With its excellent resistance to bolting and good keeping qualities 
this heavy yielding variety really is hard to beat. RHS award of merit. Sold in packs of 20.

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £7.50

ONION SETS
ITEM: 5003 | STURON 

Sturon - A popular culinary variety noted for a well shaped, round bulb with an excellent flavour. 
Medium sized, with thin necks they will store well right through the winter to March under the 
right conditions. For best results apply a dressing of my Leek & Onion fertiliser Item 0065 which 
I have formulated to the correct nutrient balance of NPK plus additional magnesium at 4oz per 
square yard prior to planting. Sold in packs of 300 grams (approx. 75 sets) 

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £6.50

ITEM: 5004 | ONION SETS, RED BARON F1

An excellent storing variety which is also consistently winning in the classes 
for red onions. For the earlier shows, start them off in Plantpak 24’s for 
exhibiting from early to mid-August. Posted from early February, the sets 
will be firm, disease free and handpicked for reasonably even size.  Sold in 
packs of approximately 300 grams  (approx. 75 sets)

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £6.50

ITEM: 5005 | ONION SETS, HERCULES

A yellow to brown round bulbs with strong flavour that keeps exceptionally 
well. For the earlier shows, start them off in Plantpak 24’s for exhibiting from 
early to mid-August. Sold in packs of approximately 300 grams (approx. 75 
sets)

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £6.50

ITEM: 5006, ONION SETS, CENTURION

The bulbs have a lovely deep brown colour when properly harvested 
and globular in shape. Earlier than most other sets for the early shows. I 
start them off in Plantpak 24’s in March or small pots for exhibiting from 
early to mid-August. Posted from early February onwards, the sets will be 
firm, disease-free and hand picked for reasonably even size. One of our 
bestselling lines. Sold in packs of approximately 300 grams (approx. 75 sets)

Price per pack including Post and Packing: £6.50

SUNDRY ITEMS
We can supply seed Potatoes in 25KG sacks only. Please email or phone for further details 

ITEM: 0002 | GIFT VOUCHERS 

A perfect Birthday or Christmas gift for a family or friend. The tokens can be 
redeemed for any amount over £10.00 from the current catalogue. Each one 
will have a personal message on the voucher from Medwyn.

Sold in units of £10.00

ITEM: 0003 | ZINC STARCH AND TALC

This is the powder that’s used to dry out the skins of exhibition onions and 
shallots. After lifting the onions or shallots, remove the outer skins to leave 
one unblemished last skin. Wash in tepid water with a drop of washing 
up liquid and dry the bulbs with some soft tissue or towelling. Apply the 
powder on to the onion once with a soft pad or cotton wool outdoors or in 
an airy room. As a precautionary measure, do not breathe in the powder. 
The powder will uniformly dry the outer skin giving the onion a lovely 
light brown colour. Packed in re sealable polythene bags with each pouch 
weighing 70 grams, enough for a couple of seasons.

Price £6.90 per 60 grams including Post and Packing

ITEM: 0004 | JIFF CLIP

A gardening aid that I just wouldn’t be without, it’s the most useful and time 
saving little piece of wire that you will ever use. Saves you tying your canes 
to wires with string, just let this simple Jiff Clip do the job for you. One clip, 
that’s all you need to keep a cane firmly attached to any supporting wire in 
seconds. Made from galvanized spring steel to last you a lifetime. Sold in packs of 20. 

Price £5.50 per pack including Post and Packing.

ITEM: 0005 | PLASTIC PLANT SUPPORT CLIPS – 100MM

Another indispensable gardening aid that I simply wouldn’t be without. 
An invaluable clip for supporting many plants. I use them regularly for 
supporting the flags on my leeks, leaves of my onion plants and celery as 
well as other veggies. Re usable year after year, they have an unlimited use 
in both the greenhouse and garden. Clips on to the regular split canes. Sold 
in packs of 100. 

Price £15.00 per pack including Post and Packing.
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ITEM: 0012 | VELCRO PLANT TIES 

This product gets more popular year on year because of its usefulness 
and versatility, a fantastic handy to cut ties from a roll that you can use 
on numerous plants throughout the garden. Cut to any length you want 
and use them for tying on Trellis or Canes, weather resistant, strong and 
durable. Perfect for tomatoes, cordon grown Peas, Sweet Peas and many 
other uses. Roll is 5 metres long.

Price £4.00 per pack including Post and Packing.

ITEM: 0015 | FOUR INCH WHITE PLASTIC PLANT LABELS

Where would we be as gardeners without this handy little label?  Sold in packs of 100.

Price £3.00 per pack including Post and Packing.

 | ITEM: 0028 | LUMOCOLOR PERMANENT SPECIAL PEN

The best Permanent pen that I have found to write variety names on Plant labels (Item 0015) 
‘Fine’ marking. The ink is waterproof and weatherproof and though more expensive than most, 
will do the job much better.

Price £4.45 each 

ITEM: 0507 | NATURAL RAFFIA

This is the best quality natural raffia 50 grams in weight with approximately 90 to a 100 strands a 
metre long. The only material that should be used to tie the necks of your onions, shallots etc.

Price £4.95 per pack including Post and Packing

ITEM: 0035 | MEDWYNS POTATO POLYBAG Exclusive to Medwyns

This new 500g black bag had been engineered specifically for us having more holes around the 
base therefore allowing more roots to penetrate to soil below offering you a better chance of 
having a heavier crop.  The bags are 20 litres. A free permanent stick on label goes with every 
5 bags with space for the variety name and date of planting. These are the bags used now by 
many of the top growers.  

Price £4.10 per pack of 5 bags 

ITEM: 0036 | MEDWYNS NEW POTATO POLYBAG Exclusive to Medwyns

Price £12.10 per pack of 20 bags 

ITEM: 0037 | MEDWYNS NEW POTATO POLYBAG - (Exclusive to Medwyns)

Price £29.10 per pack of 50 bags 

ITEM 0099 | ENVIROMESH 2.6 metre wide sold by the metre 

Protect crops from carrot fly, cabbage root fly, aphids, caterpillars etc using this fine nylon mesh. 
Place the Enviromesh directly over your crops and anchor securely in place with ground pegs 
or use to cover crop frames and cages. Plants will remain naturally watered and ventilated with 
this permeable netting. You can make your own light weight frames with roofing battens to cover 
your carrot beds

Price: £4.50 per Metre length

ITEM: 0068 | GREEN SPLIT CANES 300MM (12 INCH) LONG.

I wouldn’t be without these canes, particularly useful when growing in the greenhouse. These 
are the canes I use together with our Plastic Plant Support Clips Item 0005 to support a variety 
of plants, in particular Leeks, Onions and Celery.

Pack of 100 canes £3.95

ITEM: 0069 | AS ABOVE 600MM (24 INCH) LONG

Pack of 50 canes £4.25

ITEM: 0098 | AS ABOVE 900MM (36 INCH) LONG.

Pack of 25 canes 5.95

ITEM: 0070 | BLACK AND WHITE POLYTHENE SHEET  
1.8m wide (6ft) x 10m in length (32.8ft), gauge 85mu

This is the perfect material to cover your growing beds with if you are into 
exhibition onions, and hydroponic growing amongst many other things.  
Cover you bed over, white side up, and cut crosses in the polythene 
through which you plant your onions.  The polythene keeps moisture in the 
bed, keeps the beds weed free and reflects light back on to the plant for 
increased growth. Please contact us if you require longer lengths than is 
listed below.

Price: £18.95

ITEM: 0071 | AS ABOVE BUT 15M IN LENGTH (49.2 FT)

Price: £26.00 

ITEM: 0072 | AS ABOVE BUT 20M IN LENGTH (65.6 FT)

Price: £33.00

ITEM: 0501 | 20 LITRE BLACK HEAVY DUTY POTS

Heavy duty tall container with no handle. Diameter 33cm Height 33cm Strong and durable - 
Standard Colour Black. This Item will be sent out from the end of November onwards.

Price £2.95 per pot.

ITEM: 0502 | 30 LITRE BLACK HEAVY DUTY POTS

Heavy duty tall container with handles. Diameter 33cm Height 33cm Strong and durable - 
Standard Colour Black. This Item will be sent out from the end of November onwards.

Price £3.95 per pot.

ITEM: 0503 | 50 LITRE BLACK HEAVY DUTY POTS, Description as above.

Price £7.95 per pot.
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ITEM: 0504 | 9F – 13 cm BLACK PLASTIC POTS

Price £2.00 per multiples of 20 pots.

ITEM: 0505 | 1 Litre  BLACK PLASTIC POTS

Price £3.60 per multiples of 20 pots.

ITEM: 0506 | 2 Litre  BLACK PLASTIC POTS

Price £4.40 per multiples of 20 pots.

ITEM: 0508 | 2 PLY GREEN TWINE

Top quality two ply green twine, 100 metres long, that’s useful for most tying jobs in the garden.

Price: £3.95 per roll.

ITEM: 0509 | 3 PLY GREEN TWINE

Top quality three ply green twine, 120 metres long, a strong that’s useful for most tying jobs in 
the garden.

Price: £6.453050 per Roll.

ITEM: 0039 | FLIT SPRAYER

Flit Sprayer - Multi-use sprayer with brass nozzles and push-and-pull action– 
a must-have to add to your set of gardening tools are just what you need for 
all your spraying tasks around the garden. They fit any 1 or 2 litre soft drink 
bottle (not supplied) and great for a range of household jobs too. Pesticide 
sprayer - for accurate and precision-spraying on pests and weeds without 
harming choice plants Indoor humidify – to create a fine spray of mist to up 
the humidity levels so they can take up surrounding moisture in the leaves 
and stems. Ideal for growing tender crops in greenhouses. Household 
gardening – water plants growing at all heights; from knee-high groundcovering flowers to the 
high branches of apple and pear trees.

Price £14.00 per item including Post and packing

ITEM: 0601 | MAXIBRIGHT DAYLIGHT  
315W DAYLIGHT LAMP

The Digilight Daylight 315W kit comes with Daylight reflector (V3) and 
Philips 315W Agro lamp. 
Here are some key features –
Prevents stretching and encourages much higher quality growth. More 
natural formation of branch inter-nodes for increased plant mass. Ideal as 
both supplementary and standalone lighting. Highly efficient – puts out 1.9 
micromole (µmol) per watt of electricity.
Extremely high PAR Levels (photosynthetic active radiation). Better colour 
on the flags and a much increased root mass by well over 100%. This lamp 
unit is very competitively priced with free Post and Packing and sent next 
day by Courier 

Price: £223.93

AUTO POT GROWING SYSTEM
The Autopot system is a globally successful product. They use no electric parts at all, 
relying simply on natural forces such as gravity and capillary action. As the Autopot 
uses gravity, the system can be set out in any shape you like. If you have a very long, 
narrow space, you can arrange the pots all in a line without problem. Most growers 
tend to place them in square or rectangular way.
Post and Packing will be free on all Auto Pots systems.

ITEM: 0602 | EASY2GO KIT

Turn any gardening tray into an AutoPot System. Assembled and installed 
with remarkable ease the easy2GO Kit relieves all the hassle of hand 
watering without the need for electricity, pumps or timers. This simple, self 
contained and entirely mechanical device can be used anywhere; in your 
home, greenhouse, conservatory or balcony. Inexpensive and flexible, this 
kit contains all fittings required to connect to a reservoir of your choice.

Price: £21.55

ITEM: 0603 | 4 POT SYSTEM – 4 x 15 Litre Pots

The 4Pot System combines ease of use and minimal labour with the 
capacity to grow exquisite, fruitful, and even prizewinning plants. Popular 
with hobby gardeners, kitchen gardeners and NVS Champions alike, the 
fully-automated, power-free, gravity-fed 4Pot System takes the hassle and 
strain out of watering. This allows you to concentrate on cultivating larger 
plants to achieve their full potential. With no need for electricity, pumps or 
timers you are free from the constraints of a power source. This makes the 
4Pot System wonderfully flexible and gives you the option to arrange or 
move pots virtually at will. Pots can be added and removed with a minimum of fuss. 
Each pot contains it’s own valve through which the plant draws water and nutrients. Individual 
plants can therefore control their own feeding requirements making the system truly responsive.

Price: £107.00

ITEM: 0604 | EASY 2 GROW KIT – 2 x 8.5 litre pots

Trusted by our closest friends, esteemed hobby growers and our biggest 
commercial clients alike, easy2grow irrigates effortlessly to produce 
superlative fruit, vegetables and flowers. You too can create the finest floral 
fancies and veritably venerable vegetables using this simple, power-free 
system. Beloved for its simplicity and efficiency, the easy2grow Kit can be 
set up practically anywhere as it requires neither electricity nor running 
water. The tray contains an AQUAvalve through which the plant draws water and nutrients. 

Price: £47.50

ITEM: 0605 | EASY2GROW LIQUID FEED – 1 LITRE

A mineral feed of the highest quality, developed through years of experience 
and tailored to complement our watering systems; easy2grow Liquid Feed is 
everything we could ask for in a nutrient. NPK 2.0-1.3-2.4

Price: £6.50 – 1 LITRE

ITEM: 0606 | AS ABOVE in 5 litre container

Price: £26.90 – 5 LITRE
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FERTILISERS, BIO STIMULANTS AND 
ACTIVATORS
ITEM: 0006 | SB PLANT INVIGORATOR - 1 LITRE 

A product that’s become increasingly popular over the last few years. Makes 
1,000 litres of mixture when diluted as this is super concentrated. This is an 
Environmentally Friendly Growth Stimulant and Pesticide with no harvest 
interval – you can eat the crop the same day as you sprayed them. Controls a 
wide range of important pest species including Whitefly, Aphids, Spider Mite 
and Mealybug and because of its unique physical mode of action, these pests 
will not become resistant to the product. The product is Biodegradable and can 
be used on all edible and ornamental crops. Dose rate 1ml per litre of water.

Price £42.00 per litre.

ITEM: 0007 | SB PLANT INVIGORATOR 250ML 

As Item 0006 but makes 25 litres when diluted. Dose rate 10ml per litre of water.

Price £8.00 per litre 

ITEM: 0008 | SB PLANT INVIGORATOR 500 ML

As Item 0006 but makes 50 litres when diluted. Dose rate 10ml per litre of water.

Price £14.00 

ITEM:0009 | MEDWYNS LIQUID GROWMORE  
WITH ADDED FULVIC ACID 7:7:7

A highly efficient, concentrated liquid fertiliser.  It is simply mixed with water and then applied 
via watering can around the base of growing plants in the garden and/or in the greenhouse. 
It provides all the nutrients needed for healthy growth and is suitable for all types of plants 
including fruit, vegetables and flowering varieties. It should be applied generously on a weekly 
basis throughout the spring and summer.

Price £4.75 per 500ml bottle.

ITEM: 0010 | MEDWYNS LIQUID GOLD (Nutrimate) 

Use as a foliar or soil and compost treatment.  Increases root development 
ensuring maximum utilisation of all available nutrients.  Excellent for drought 
tolerance by reducing transpiration through the leaves.  A totally organic 
product. Sold in 500ml bottles. Growers claim amazing results using this 
product as part of their feeding programme.

Price £9.99 per 500ml bottle

ITEM: 0011 | MEDWYNS LIQUID TOMATO FEED (with added Fulvic acid by 
way of Liquid Gold (Nutrimate) 500ML

Our own tomato feed with an NPK level of 5:5:10 plus trace elements with added Fulvic acid. 
This is a unique tomato feed giving excellent results. The added Fulvic acid by way of Liquid 
Gold (Nutrimate) assists in transporting all the nutrients around the plant more efficiently.  Also 
ideal for feeding potatoes in pots or bags as well as Chilies and sweet Peppers.

Price £4.75 per 500 ml bottle.

ITEM: 0107 | BIO LIFT 500ml  Exclusive to Medwyns  

BioLift is a Biological inoculate for the soil. It assists suppression of root 
diseases like fusarium, pythium, rhizoctonia and all forms of wilt as well as 
parasitic nematodes. It assists in the suppression of all air borne moulds and 
fungal diseases. It enhances germination. It promotes quicker healthier root 
development. It unlocks and releases plant nutrients from the soil naturally. 
1 bottle dilutes to make approx 500 litres which for a general application 
will treat up to 500 sq. Metres. BioLift is a Natural Disease Suppresant that 
complies with organic certification EU-Bio VO 2092/917 EC 834/2007

Price £19.95 for a 500ml bottle.

ITEM: 0108 | ECOTHRIVE BIOSYS 10 GRAMS

Biosys is a concentrated powder that you add to water to make a ‘microbe tea’. It contains 
beneficial fungi and bacteria that improve root function, increase nutrient and water availability, 
help with disease prevention, speed up the breakdown of organic matter and improve plant 
growth. Biosys also contains the biological catalysts humic acids, amino acids, enzymes, 
proteins, carbohydrates and seaweed extract to allow activation and continued growth of the 
microbes within the root zone – right where you need them. Easy and quick to mix and use, 
nothing immediately improves the health of your root zone quite like Biosys.

Price £3.50 for a 10 gram packet.

ITEM: 0109 | ECOTHRIVE BIOSYS 50 GRAMS

Details as above

Price £10.95 for a 5O gram packet.

ITEM: 0110 | ECOTHRIVE BIOSYS 250 GRAMS

Details as above

Price £44.95 for a 250 gram tub.

ITEM: 0020 | ECOTHRIVE CHARGE 1 LITRE TUB

A new Organic Soil Conditioner and Bio-Stimulant giving amazing results 
to many of the country’s top growers. Charge is a 100% naturally-produced 
potting soil enhancer that offers a wide range of biological benefits to 
your plants. Charge boosts and prolongs the fertility of your potting mix by 
adding a balance of long-lasting primary nutrients in a highly available form. 
Composed entirely from the droppings of beetles, this premium grade ‘insect 
frass’ is packed full of beneficial microorganisms and natural plant growth 
catalysts. Charge will stimulate robust plant growth, improve root zone conditions and create 
vigorous high yielding plants. It’s also certified for use in growing organic crops by the Soil 
Association.

Price £7.00 for a 1 Litre tub.

ITEM: 0021 | ECOTHRIVE CHARGE 5 LITRE TUB

Details as above

Price £19.95 for a 5 Litre tub.
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ITEM: 0022 | ECOTHRIVE CHARGE 10 LITRE TUB

Details as above.

Price £29.95 for a 10 Litre tub.

ITEM: 0024 | CALCIUM NITRATE – (Excellent for controlling the incidence of 
heart rot in celery and Scurf on Potatoes.)

Calcium nitrate, also called Norwegian saltpetre is the inorganic compound with the formula 
Ca (NO3)2. This colourless salt absorbs moisture from the air and is commonly found as a tetra 
hydrate, Put the lid back on the little bucket as soon as you have finished with it.  It’s mainly used 
as a component in fertilisers. (15%N, 19% Ca0) combines quick acting Calcium and Nitrogen. 

Price £4.99 per 0.5 kg tub. 

ITEM: 0016 | MEDWYNS POWDERED GOLD (Nutrimate)

Nutrimate contains very high levels of Humic and Folic acids. These are 
naturally occurring elements that improve the way nutrients and your 
plants work. The Humic acid quickly locks available nutrients into the soil 
or compost reducing leaching. The Folic acid allows for better uptake and 
use of nutrients in the plants.  For a start, it’s It is earthy, rich, dark and 100% 
organic. Apply at 1 ounce per plant or 1 ounce per yard run of soil or at 3 
ounces to the square yard

Price £6.55 per 1kg tub 

ITEM: 0017 | MEDWYNS POWDERED GOLD (Nutrimate)

As above in 10kg bucket £30.00

ITEM: 0018 | MEDWYNS POWDERED GOLD (Nutrimate)

As above in 20kg bag £54.00 

ITEM: 0026 | OSMOCOTE EXACT STANDARD (Slow Release Fertiliser 5-6 
months)

The professional range of controlled release nutrients from the Scotts Professional Range. 
Osmocote is an organic resin coated fertiliser with every granule containing the following NPK 
– 15+9+12 which is released slowly over the growing period up to 6 months.  Plants grow better 
because they get the nutrients they require when they want it. The leaching of nutrients is 
minimised by the resin coating. 

Price £12.44 per 1kg tub 

ITEM: 0027 | OSMOCOTE EXACT HIGH K (High Potash Slow Release 
Fertiliser 5-6 months)

As above but with a high potassium level, this is ideal for fruiting plants such as Tomatoes 
Peppers Chillies and many other vegetables – NPK 11:11:18.

Price £12.44 per 1kg tub 

ITEM: 0029 | LIQUID FEED - PETERS PROFESSIONAL 10+52+10

A feed that will give you the same results as the top professional growers. Contains the Scotts 
innovation - improved M-77. The Scotts Innovation optimises the availability and absorbability 
of all nutrient elements according to the principle ‘It’s not just about what you offer a plant; it’s 
primarily about what the plant absorbs’ M-77 unlocks the roots, increasing the effectiveness 
of the nutrients.  All three listed are superb formulations. Apply at 1 gram per litre this can be 
marginally increased if you so wish

Price £7.63 per 500 grams tub 

ITEM: 0031 | LIQUID FEED - PETERS PROFESSIONAL 9+9+36 Apply at 1 
gram per litre

Price £7.47 per 500 grams tub 

ITEM: 0061 | LIQUID FEED - PETERS PROFESSIONAL 21+7+21 Apply at 1 
gram per litre

Price £7.47 per 500 grams tub.

ITEM: 0032 | VERMICULITE FINE GRADE 6 LITRE BAG.

A fine grade and regularly used by growers to lighten and aerate composts. Used extensively 
in all carrot and parsnip mixes. Also particularly useful for covering seeds and taking cuttings. 
Granule size is 1mm to 3mm. Water holding capacity is 419ml of water per litre of Vermiculite. Can 
be mixed up to 50% by volume of Vermiculite with the growing media. 

Price £4.50 per 6 litre bag.

ITEM: 0033 | VERMICULITE FINE GRADE 20 LITRE BAG.

£8.00 per 20 litre bag.

ITEM: 0076 | VERMICULITE FINE GRADE 100 LITRE BAG.

Price £22.00 per 100 litre bag.

ITEM: 0038 | JIFFY SEVEN PELLETS 32MM

These are the pellets we use to grow our Premium plants in. Made from Fine grade peat with 
added nutrients. The pellets are supplied in a dried compressed form allowing the grower to 
store un-used plugs until required next time. Simply soak the plugs in water and sow your seed, 
cuttings or seedlings directly into them.

Price £4.50 for 50 Pellets

ITEM: 0095 | VERMICULITE SUPERFINE GRADE 6 LITRE BAG.

This is the finest grade available and perfect for covering seeds and adding to exhibition mixes.

Price £5.70 per 6 litre bag.
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ITEM: 0096 | VERMICULITE SUPERFINE GRADE 20 LITRE BAG.

Price £9.20 per 20 litre bag.

ITEM: 0097 | VERMICULITE SUPERFINE GRADE 100 LITRE BAG. 

Price £23.20 per 100 litre bag.

ITEM 0099 | ENVIROMESH 2.6 metre wide sold by the metre 

Protect crops from carrot fly, cabbage root fly, aphids, caterpillars etc using 
this fine nylon mesh. Place the Enviromesh directly over your crops and 
anchor securely in place with ground pegs or use to cover crop frames 
and cages. Plants will remain naturally watered and ventilated with this 
permeable netting. You can make your own light weight frames with roofing 
battens to cover your carrot beds

Price: £4.50 per Metre length

ITEM: 0077 | PERLKA (Calcium Cyanamide Fertiliser)

Rhe perfect fertiliser for a range of vegetable plants. Perlka is a unique 
nitrogenous fertiliser manufactured from natural raw materials; coal, 
limestone and atmospheric nitrogen. When combined by electricity these 
materials form a well-proven nitrogen fertiliser. Perlka composition is 19.8% 
nitrogen (N) 50% lime (CaO) 1.5% magnesium (MgO) the lime in Perlka is in 
the form of calcium oxide, when in contact with water this calcium quickly 
turns into lime hydrate Ca (OH) 2 which is strongly alkaline. 

Price £6.55 per 1kg tub

ITEM: 0078 | AS ABOVE IN 10 KG BAGS £18.00

ITEM: 0079 | AS ABOVE IN 20 KG BAGS £25.00

ITEM: 0040 | MEDWYNS GROWMORE FERTILISER 7:7:7

Growmore is a multi-purpose plant food with an even balance of nutrients to feed all the plants 
in your garden, with an NPK ratio of 7-7-7. When preparing Beds, Borders and Vegetable Plots, 
scatter 140g per sq metre (4oz per sq yard) onto the soil 7–10 days before planting or sowing, 
fork well in. 

5kg bag £7.55

ITEM: 0041 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £10.48
ITEM: 0042 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £18.90

ITEM: 0043 | MEDWYNS POTATO FERTILISER 6:10:10

A fertiliser with the right ratio to grow bumper potato crops, a specially formulated granular 
fertiliser with essential nutrients in the correct balance to give tastier and increased yields of 
quality potatoes.

Price 5kg bag £9.03

ITEM: 0044 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £14.91

ITEM: 0045 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £27.51

ITEM: 0046 | MEDWYNS COMPLETE BASE FERTILISER WITH TRACE 
ELEMENTS 5.3:7.5:10+TE

This is the one to use when preparing all your beds in the spring. Has all the nutrients that 
plants need to grow to their optimum. Not only does it have an excellent NPK ratio it also 
has the required level of trace elements to make your soil more receptive to the roots. Top 
Chrysanthemum grower Ivor Mace recommends ’Used for preparing vegetable beds & as a base 
fertiliser for making your own composts, also as a chrysanthemum number 1 can be used on pots 
of late flowering chrysanthemums at one teaspoonful per week until the plants come into bud’.

Price 5kg bag £12.70

ITEM: 0047 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £23.31

ITEM: 0048 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £29.82

ITEM: 0049 | MEDWYNS COMPLETE HN (High Nitrogen) BASE FERTILISER 
WITH TRACE ELEMENTS 10:7.5:10.2+TE

The fertiliser that many of the top exhibitors use when preparing their leek and onion beds. This 
high nitrogen formulated fertiliser contains a slow release of different types of Nitrogen as well 
as the required level of trace elements. Top Chrysanthemum grower Ivor Mace recommends 
‘with trace elements for preparing vegetable beds where extra nitrogen is needed & as a base 
fertiliser for making your own potting composts, also as a Chrysanthemum number 2  can be 
used on pots of late flowering chrysanthemums at one teaspoonful per week after the plants 
come into bud, until they show colour’. 

Price 5kg bag £14.59

ITEM: 0050 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £23.94

ITEM: 0051 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £43.68

ITEM: 0052 | MEDWYNS FISH BLOOD AND BONE 5:5:6

The most popular of all the organic base fertilisers. This traditional style fertiliser, still favoured 
by many gardeners, provides the three major nutrients needed for strong, healthy growth. Can 
be applied prior to sowing or planting and as required throughout the growing season. 100% 
Organic.

Price 5kg bag £7.35

ITEM: 0053 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £9.45

ITEM: 0054 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £17.85
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ITEM: 0055 | MEDWYNS GENUINE CALCIFIED SEAWEED  
(Exclusively sourced)

This is the real calcified seaweed and not a substitute and sourced outside 
of Europe where it’s legal to harvest it.  This is always part of the top 
exhibitor’s potato mixture as well as used in bore hole mixtures for the tap 
roots. It has been specifically ground down to my specification and is as 
fine as is possible to get it so that it quickly gets to work within your soil or 
compost mixture.

Price 5kg bag £10.48

ITEM: 0056 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £17.85

ITEM: 0057 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £31.50

ITEM: 0058 | MEDWYNS POULTRY MANURE PELLETS 4.5:3.5:2.5

Poultry manure products are one of the most commonly available non-chemical fertilisers on 
the market. Poultry manure is a useful source of nitrogen, the main nutrient that plants need for 
green leafy growth. It also contains smaller amounts of other important nutrients.

Price: 5kg Bag 5.98

ITEM: 0059 | As above in 10kg bags

Price 10KG BAG £9.66

ITEM: 0060 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £17.01

ITEM: 0062 | GARDEN LIME

An element that is so essential for every vegetable grower in order to maintain the correct level of 
lime within the soil.  I recommend having a soil test every year to ascertain what your PH level is. 

Price 5kg bag £5.25

ITEM: 0063 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £8.40

ITEM: 0064 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £14.70

ITEM: 0065 | LEEK AND ONION FERTILISER 6:8:15 + 3 Magnesium

A fertiliser I consider to have the correct balance of NPK plus the addition of Magnesium to 
produce leeks and onions to their optimum.

Price 5kg bag £11.55

ITEM: 0066 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £19.80

ITEM: 0067 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £28.35

ITEM: 0073 | MYCORRHIZA ROOT PLUS

A modern day product for maximising the output of your soil and Growing Mediums with real 
gains in crop yield. Root+ contains 18 species of mycorrhiza (containing both endo- & ecto-
mycorrhiza). 6 cultured and tested strains of microbes. An N-P-K ratio of 3-3-3 from organic
Base and mineral nutrients. Adding Root+ at planting time will help develop a huge
secondary root system using Mycorrhiza.  This not only increases the surface absorbing area of 
the roots, but also releases powerful enzymes into the soil that dissolve hard-to-get nutrients 
Application rate 150g per 70lt of compost or 2.5kg per 50 m2. Root+ is not compatible with  
Brassicas and Beetroots.

PRICE: £11.94 per 500 gram container

ITEM: 0080 | BONE MEAL 

Medwyns sterilised Bone Meal is a slow release organic fertiliser to encourage root 
development. Bone Meal is an organic fertiliser which provides both, nitrogen phosphate and 
potash in the following ration 3.5- -18.0 - 5.0 three elements essential for healthy plant growth. 
This slow, steady release of nutrients over a long period make Bone meal an ideal fertiliser for 
the preparation of leek and onion beds.

Price 5kg bag £10.50

ITEM: 0081 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £14.70

ITEM: 0082 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £26.77

ITEM: 0086 | SULPHATE OF POTASH (0:0:50)

Fast acting source of potassium to facilitate development of healthy Vegetables fruit and 
flowers. Used extensively in the preparation of vegetable beds as well as in mixes for root crops, 
tomatoes etc.

Price 5Kg bag £15.64

ITEM: 0087 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £24.99

ITEM: 0088 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £44.73

ITEM: 0089 | SINGLE SUPERPHOSPHATE (Powder Form 0:18:0)

Single Superphosphate or superphosphate of lime, Ca (H 2 PO 4) 2, comprises of 16% water 
soluble phosphate which is readily accepted by crops. Encourages strong root growth and 
healthy plants. Fruit, Root and Seed crops will produce higher yields and ripening will be 
improved. Used extensively in soil preparation as well as in exhibition root mixes.

Price 5Kg bag £9.03

ITEM: 0090 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £14.91

ITEM: 0091 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £27.51

ITEM: 0092 | TRIPLE SUPERPHOSPHATE (Powder Form 0:46:0)
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Triple Superphosphate typically contains 46% phosphate. A source of high Phosphorus that’s 
vital for photosynthesis to occur, the process by which plants convert sunlight into carbohydrate 
molecules, i.e. sugars. Triple Superphosphate is a fruit and vegetable ripener, which will provide 
a fast action, long lasting supply of phosphorous for plants during the growing season.

Price 5Kg bag £14.59

ITEM: 0093 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £23.94

ITEM: 0094 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £43.68

ITEM: 0100 | DRIED BLOOD – 12%N

Rich in nitrogen, Dried Blood is a fast acting, 100% organic fertiliser that promotes above-the- 
ground growth and is especially beneficial when producing leaf crops such as lettuce, spinach 
and cabbage. It also makes an excellent top dressing for leafy plants grown in the greenhouse 
or conservatory. Dried Blood can be applied as a top dressing throughout the growing season or 
added to pot mixes for onions and leeks.

Price 5Kg bag £15.64

ITEM: 0101 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £24.99

ITEM: 0102 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £44.73

ITEM: 0103 | TRENCH FERTILISER 6:11:18 (with added trace elements)

Slow release fertilizer with high trace element content.  A special formulation for the exhibition 
grower of leeks, onions, sweet peas, delphiniums and new rose beds, etc.  Add to beds and 
trenches as soon as possible after the old crop is removed.  Use over winter to prepare soil for 
exhibition standard flowers and vegetables (chrysanthemums, Dahlias, Leeks, Onions, Sweet 
Peas, Roses, etc.).

Price 5Kg bag £9.97  

ITEM: 0104 | AS ABOVE IN 10KG BAG £17.85

ITEM: 0105 | AS ABOVE IN 20KG BAG £31.50

CANNA ORGANIC SUPPLEMENTS
A COMPLETE ORGANIC AND VEGAN FRIENDLY GROWING ADDITIVES THAT CAN BE USED IN 
A GROWING MEDIA OR SOIL

ITEM: 4003 BIOCANNA BIOTERRA PLUS

BIOCANNA BIOTERRA Plus is a professional quality potting compost. It 
incorporates a high quality organic fertiliser source, with a premium quality 
peat to deliver your plants a perfect concoction of food and water at all 
times.  Not only is it 100% organically certified according to the strictest 
OMRI standards, but it also is completely free from any animal ingredients; 
it is a Vegan-friendly product to boot!

Price £16.50 per 50kg bag

ITEM: 4014 | BIOCANNA BIOVEGA - 1 LITRE

BIOVEGA is an easy to use, organic liquid fertiliser that delivers the ideal 
ratio of natural plant nutrients to encourage vigorous growth in a vegetative 
plant. It is perfect to use in combination with BIOTERRA Plus soil, but 
equally effective when used on any typical garden bed to help you get more 
out of your garden.

Price £13.25 per 1 litre

ITEM: 4015 |  as above in 5 LITRE

Price: £51.10 per 5 litre.

ITEM: 4016 | BIOCANNA BIOFLORES – 1 Litre

BIOFLORES provides heavy flowering and fruiting plants with a premium 
organic fertiliser that will keep you on track for a hefty harvest. Whether you 
use alongside the BIOTERRA soil or to improve the nutritional content of 
your outdoor beds, the 100% organic and vegan friendly formulation is an 
easy-to-use, professional nutrient when watering your prized plants.

Price: £13.25 per litre

ITEM: 4017 | As above in 5 Litre

Price: 52.10 per 5 Litre
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ITEM: 4029 |  BIOCANNA BIORHIZOTONIC – 250ml

Everyone needs a little pick-me-up in certain areas at times. Plants are no 
different to that principle. BIOCANNA BIORHIZOTONIC is a product that 
specifically targets the production of a healthy root system. Whether it is to 
encourage root growth, relieve the stress of transplanting a young plant, or 
to encourage a healthy bio-life in the soil, BIORHIZOTONIC is a quick-win to 
getting the perfect start for your plants.

Price: £13.25 per 250ml

ITEM: 4030 | As above in 1 Litre

Price: 31.50 per 1 Litre

ITEM: 4042 | BIOCANNA BIOBOOST ACEELERATOR – 250ml

BIOBOOST ACCELERATOR is an exceptional additive that can be used to 
boost the production of heavy flowering or fruiting plants. It´s unique organic 
formulation helps enhance a plants metabolism and how it directs its energy 
to ensure an extremely efficient and explosive flowering period. BIOBOOST 
is ideal to use in combination with virtually any potting soil, or even in your 
garden beds, whenever you are striving for the best!

Price: £13.99 per 250ml

ITEM: 4043 | As above in 1 Litre

Price: 44.35 per 1 Litre

GROWING MEDIA (PROFFESIONAL RANGE)
We can only deliver on Pallets. Any request for less than a full pallet of 42 bags will be 
charged at full pallet rate. You might like to share a pallet with a friend or through your 
gardening club or allotment. You can pick up your growing medium direct from us. We 
can also do a pallet of mixed bags from any listed in the range below. Please phone 
or email for further details. Please note that Growing Medium prices may fluctuate 
from the time of going to print. If ordering please email or phone to confirm prices 
including haulage costs. 

ITEM 6015 | EXHIBITION POTATO MIXTURE 

Everris (Humax) have made an exhibition potato mixture to my own specification. Made with all 
the nutrients to produce top-quality Show potatoes. The compost comes in a 75 litre plain white 
plastic bag with the product name stamped along the edge of the bag. They will be delivered 
to your own location (Mainland) provided the ground is level for a pallet truck to be wheeled on. 
THIS IS AN ORGANIC PRODUCT

PRICE PER BAG FOR COLLECTION  £7.62

ITEM 6016 | EXHIBITION POTATO MIXTURE

PRICE PER PALLET OF 42 BAGS DELIVERED TO YOUR ADDRESS £320.00   
Please phone or email for delivery charges.

EM 6019 | SCOTTS LEVINGTON F2S

A fine peat mixture specifically developed for seedlings and young plants to develop a strong 
rooting system, contains silver sand a very popular mix for exhibitors who use it as a major part 
of their bore hole mixtures for root crops.

Price per bag for collection £9.07

ITEM 6020 | SCOTTS LEVINGTON F2S

PRICE PER PALLET OF 42 BAGS DELIVERED TO YOUR ADDRESS £381.00   
Please phone or email for delivery charges.
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For office use only:

Date order received ............................................ .......

Sort Code ......................................................................

Account Number ........................................................ .

Order Number ..............................................................

From .....................................................................................................................................................................

Address ...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................

Post Code ...........................................................................................................................................................

Telephone No ...................................................................................................................................................

Email Address ...................................................................................................................................................
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CATALOGUE
REGISTERED SEED MERCHANT

EST. 1975

Cat Variety Number of Unit Total
item no. packets cost £        p

required
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The following Media Products will contain a percentage of wood fibre and 
other products to comply with current legislation and guidelines. 

These products will have slow release Nitrogen added to compensate for 
the draw down of nitrogen from the added fibre as well as extra H2Grow 
wetting agent.

ITEM 6021 | SCOTTS LEVINGTON M2

A medium grade and strength peat mixture that’s perfect for the first potting stage in a range of 
plants including onions, Leeks and Celery as well as a large range of bedding plants. 

PRICE PER BAG FOR COLLECTION £8.28

ITEM 6022 | SCOTTS LEVINGTON M2

PRICE PER PALLET OF 42 BAGS DELIVERED TO YOUR ADDRESS £348.00   
Please phone or email for delivery charges.

ITEM 6023 | SCOTTS LEVINGTON M3

A medium grade full strength peat mixture that’s perfect for all final stages of potting in a range 
of plants including onions, Leeks and Celery. 

PRICE PER BAG FOR COLLECTION £7.60

ITEM 6024 | SCOTTS LEVINGTON M3

PRICE PER PALLET OF 42 BAGS DELIVERED TO YOUR ADDRESS £320.00   
Please phone or email for delivery charges.

ITEM 6029 | SCOTTS HUMAX MULTIPURPOSE ORIGINAL COMPOST 60 
litre bags (CONTAINS NUTRIMATE)

Probably the best Multipurpose compost you can buy. On recent trials we conducted it 
performed far superior to other Growing Media. Please phone or email for delivery charges. 
Contains Silver Sand.

PRICE PER BAG FOR COLLECTION £6.00

ITEM 6030 | SCOTTS HUMAX MULTIPURPOSE ORIGINAL COMPOST 60 
litre bags (CONTAINS NUTRIMATE)

PRICE PER PALLET OF 54 – 60 Litre BAGS DELIVERED TO YOUR ADDRESS 
£324.00   Please phone or email for delivery charges.
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Method of payment (please tick box)                 Cash            Cheque           P.O.                 Card

Please enter you card information to authorise
us to charge the total value of your order:

CARD No.

CARD SWITCH ISSUE No.

EXPIRY DATE....................................(or Start date if no Issue no.) ...............................

SIGNATURE................................................. NAME (on card)..............................................................

Please make cheques payable to: Medwyn Williams
Llanor, Ffordd Hen Ysgol, Llanfair P.G., Anglesey LL61 5RZ

Security
(last 3 digits
back of card)

Cat Variety Number of Unit Total
item no. packets cost £        p

required

POST AND PACKING CHARGES Rate Tick

On all seed orders, please add £3.00

All Premium Plants per unit, Items 1006 -1039 and all other Sundry  
Items and fertilisers unless P&P is included in price.

£8.99      

                                                                                 Total Payment £      .

Post and Packing is free on all orders over £150.00 to the UK Mainland only.

Please note – For all orders to the Isles of Man and Scilly Isles, Northern Ireland, as well as the Scottish 
Highlands and Islands, please ring or email for a quotation.  For orders weighing less than 1kg the normal UK 
Mainland carriage charge applies.  Where the combined weight of the order is 1kg or above the carriage charge is 
£15.00

Orders to the Channel Islands and Southern Ireland: For orders weighing less than 1kg the normal UK Mainland 
carriage charge applies.  Where the combined weight of the order is 1kg or above the carriage charge is £38.60.

Due to increased banking charges we are unable to accept cheques under the value of £10.00.

All goods shipped via a signed for or Courier service must be signed for by the customer upon receipt. Request 
to leave goods as unsigned must be made at time of ordering and any such requests are made with the customer 
accepting liability. If you have any special delivery instructions, please state these at time of ordering. Re-direction 
request, made once the goods have been dispatched, my incur a charge.

Can be used hydroponically or traditionally - with soil

Gold Standard
AutoPot Watering Systems - As used by 13-time RHS Chelsea Gold Medal Winner Medwyn Williams, MBE.

Success comes naturally. AutoPot Watering Systems put your plants in control of their own power-free irrigation and feeding.

For truly responsive growing that makes produce of prize-winning quality a real possibility.

Environmentally sustainable, no water is ever lost to the ground

No need for electricity, pumps, timers, or mains water pressure

Can be used to grow any crop variety; edible or ornamental

Gravity pressure from a reservoir or water butt is all that’s required

No more daily watering, systems can be left unattended for weeks

autopot_globalautopot.co.ukautopotsystems

CARD SWITCH ISSUE E No.
EXPIRY DATE (or Start date if no Issue No)

LAST 3 NUMBERS  
ON BACK OF CARD
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